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ABSTRAC?.

TIFS is a newly developed, variable stability C-131 aircraft with

the unique capability to vary its flying qualities in all six degrees of freedom.

It also surpasses the utility of past variable stability aircraft through the

realism possible in its separate, new evaluation cockpit. The capabilities

and features of this in-flight simulator considerably broaden the ability of

the aircraft designer to deal with difficult trade-offs in flying qualities

problems. A base configuration can be set up and then its stability and

control characteristics can be systematically varied for investigations to

gain research knowledge pertinent to fligb- vehicle and flight control system

design. This report describes the theoretical basis for in-flight motion

4 reproduction and how thi-s theory can be applied to determine the TIFS

capabIlity to simulate a given aircraft. Physical characteristics as deter-

mined in flight and examples of simulation are given. Flight test records

of model-following performance are also included. The objective of this

report is to give the reader the basic information for planning a TIFS

expe riment.
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SECTION I

INTRODICTION

The Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) is a variable stability airplane

which has been developed by modifying a C-131 twin-engine transport. It has

been designed to reproduce in actual flight the flying qualities of a wide range

of large airplanes. There are several basic features which provide this

capability. An evaluation cockpit has been added which is entirely separate

from the normal airplane command cockpit. With the addition of direct lift

flaps and aerodynamic side force surfaces, there is control not only of the

moments about all three axes but also the forces acting along the three axes.

An elaborate and versatile automatic flight control system has been installed

to generate the required motions of the aircraft in all six degrees of freedom.

The TIFS airplane pictured in the frontispiece is a modified C-131H,

which is the military counterpart of the Convair 580. This version of the C-131

is equipped with Allison 501-D13 turboprop power plants of 4000 horsepower

each. The zero fuel weight is in the range 47, 000 to 49, 000 pounds with a

takeoff maximum gross weight of 54, 600. An isometric cutaway drawing of

TIFS is shown in Figure 1. 3. The simulation cockpit is removable, so that

it car. be replaced by other cockpits of different configurations. The direct

lift flaps exteAd from the inboard end of the ailerons to the engine nacelle and

in that region replace the normal landing flap. Inboard of the direct lift flaps,

the normal Fowler flaps for landing have been retained. The direct lift flaps

are plain flaps with a total area of 108 sq ft (11.776 of wing area) and can be

deflected * 40. The surfaces for generating aerodynamic side forces ex-

tend above and below the wing and are pivoted about an axis normal to the

wing plane. Their total area is 100 sq ft (50 sq ft on each side of the air-

craft), and they can be deflected * 30*. The installations in the aircraft in-

clude sensors, computers, control actuators, displays and flight data re-

cording equipment.

There are a variety of purposes and applications for in-flight simula-

tion. Flight evaluations of the flying qualities of new airplane configurations

can be accomplished, such as investigation of the behavior of extremely large

1
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airplanes. This can be extended to investigating the flight control charac-

teristics of entirely new types of designs, as for example, reproducing the

landing approach flight characteristics of a large re-entry vehicle. The

simulator can be used as a conventional variable stability airplane. A base

configuration can be set up and then its stability and control characteristics

can be systematically varied to gain research knowledge pertinent to flight

vehicle and flight control system design. The flight characteristics of

specific aircraft can be simulated in great detail, both to evaluate flying

qualities in advance of the first flight of the actual airplane and to investigate

difficulties that may arise during the airplane's flight test program. This

purpose is applicable to problems arising in the areas of stability and control,

flight control system behavior, cockpit controller c., -acteristics and cockpit

displays. Finally, a well established and highly valuable use of in-flight

simulation is pilot training. In-flight simulation of emergency conditions

can be conducted safely because, if the evaluation pilot is having control

problems, the safety pilot can switch the system off and resume control of

the normal base airplane.

Simulation in the TIFS vehicle has the fundamental advantage of being

accomplished in actual flight. The evaluation cockpit is fitted out to duplicate

the vision, displays, controls and control feel of the airplane being simulated.

Furthermore, through the action of the variable stability system, the re-

sponses of the vehicle to the pilot's control actions, as experienced and felt

by the evaluation pilot, duplicate the flight behavior of the airplane being

simulated. Thus complete simulation in actual flight is achieved in regard

to stability and control, flying qualities, flight control system characteristics,

cockpit controls and displays.

1. 1 POINTS CONCERNING TOTAL IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION AND TIFS

Let us consider in a little further detail the principles by which in-

flight simulation is accomplished. The concept of providing a correct repro-

duction of the cockpit environment is clear enough. The TIFS airplane is

3



presently equipped with a general purpose cockpit providing greater than

usual visibility for the pilot. By proper masking, the window configuration

of any particular airplane can be reproduced. Then the cockpit displays,

controls and instriunents can be duplicated in as great detail as desired.

In considering the reproduction of cockpit motions, it is important

to realize that the pilot senses linear accelerations at his location in the

cockpit and the angular motions of the cockpit. If the TIFS cockpit repro-

duces these accelerations and motions, the simulation is accomplished.

1J1ith the duplication of both cockpit environment and cockpit motions, total

in-flight simulation is achieved.

If the TIFS cockpit is to be made to move as required to duplicate the

motions of another airplane, it is necessary to control all six degrees of free-

dom, that is, to have control over moments about, and forces along, all three

axes. Through proper control of all six degrees of freedom, it is possible to

simulate, for example, the motions of a large airplane's cockpit which is

located a great distance ahead of the airplane's center of gravity. The low

lift curve s{ope of a delta wing airplane can be reproduced. The troublesome

task of contlrolling sideslip in turn entries and recoveries for very large air-

planes can be studied through use of the variable stability system.

Why was a C-131 chosen as the basic airframe instead of a more

modern, high performance airplane? The point here is that in simulating

another airplane, the basic vehicle characteristics should not show through

and intrude upon the simulation. For example, if an airplane with flexible,

swept wings had been chosen, the structural response to gusts would be that

of the base airplane. It would be most difficult to suppress these natural

response characteristics, let alone to try to simulate the structural response

of another airplane. In general, the best simulation of other airplanes can

be produced if the base airplane has fundamentally simple and straightforward

characteristics. Specifically, it is highly desirable that it be relatively

4



rigid and that it have uncomplicated stability and control characteristics.

Next it should be noted that there is no advantage to choosing an air-

plane that is larger than necessary. In using variable stability to alter the

airplane's response characteristics, it is generally a great deal easier to

slow down the motions of a relatively small airplane than it is to speed up

the responses of a big one. Also, the good control surface servo frequency

response so vital to high performance variable stability is harder to obtain

with large control surfaces on a large airplane. Finally, the consideration

of maintenance and operating costs is always important, and here the

Convair shows up very well.

What is the advantage of TIFS over a ground-based simulation?

Ground-based simulation is of great use to be sure, for purposes such as

design, training, and practice in cockpit procedures, systems management,

and navigation. But when it comes to the dynamics and feel of the airplane

interacting with its controls, displays, flight control system, and view of the

outside world, in-flight simulation is a great deal closer to the real thing.

Sometimes the person asking this question does not understand that the C-131

characteristics do not show through. Perhaps he is accustomed to sitting in

;_ ground-based simulator, pretending he is flying a C-5A, for example, and

he is really asking what is so much better about sitting in a C-131 pretending

he is flying a C-5A. What he fails to realize is that the in-flight simulation

system really transforms the C-1310s flying characteristics into those of the

C-SA so that he has no feel at all of flying a C-131. Thus he is not in the least

subject to any need to pretend that the C-131 is something else. He has the

direct, complete and natural feel of the airplane being simulated.

How can an airplane of limited speed capability simulate high speed

airplanes? There are several points to be made here. First, many prob-

lems of interest and importance are ones that arise in the landing approach

condition. In this condition, TIFS can match the speed of the airplane being

simulated and so the question does not arise. Next consider the simulation
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of small amplitude maneuvers about a reference condition of high speed,

straight and level flight. Such maneuvers will involve certain time histories

of increments in cockpit translation and rotation about the steady condition.

With control of all six degrees of freedom, TIFS can duplicate these time

histories and provide correct simulation even if speed is not matched. This

is true, however, only to the point where one or another of the controls

reaches the limits of its authority. The limits of control authority are pri-

marily reflected in limits on change in heading and rates of climb and de-

scent. In many situations these limits are not serious. An important example

is aerial refueling. This is inherently a small disturbance task, and TIFS can

provide excellent simulation regardless of speed mismatch.

Even in simulation with speed mismatch there are possibilities for com-

promise which still produce a high quality approximation of the true situa-

tion. Consider the case of a sustained steady turn at altitude. Here let us

suppose that TIFS flying at 240 knots is being used to simulate another air-

plane flying at 480 knots. Now the fact that force equals mass times acceler-

ation tells us that in this situation a match between TIFS and simulated aircraft

acceleration in a turn will produce a rate of change of heading that is twice

too large. The consequences of this effect may not be serious however. The

pilot observes that the scenery will be moving past the windshield too fast.

However, he may not have any important sensation of the steady turn rate

being in error. Turn entry and recovery dynamics can still be reproduced

correctly and the computer can drive the cockpit instruments so that they

display the simulated flight variables correctly.

1.2 DOCUMENTATION OF TIFS CAPABILITIES

The capabilities of a new system such as the TIFS which represents

a significant advance in the state of the simulation art are difficult to define

fully at this early stage. The ways TIFS will and can be used are not entirely

predictable. Also there has been no flight test program specifically designed

to determine all the capabilities although many areas have been explored in

6
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accomplishing the objectives of the present contract. The gust alleviation

capability has not been fully optimized; the response-feedback method of

motion simulation has not yet been investigated; there have been no simula-.

tions with speed mismatch; and- at thee time of this writing as yet no simulations

had been conducted at speeds above 200 knots. The list of new areas to

explore is extensive, and, in a real sense, this report, as the previous report,

Reference 2, should also be labeled "prelU-minary".

However, it is reasonable to document the capabilities as they are

known at the present time so that potential users and other interested people

in the technical community can understand and evaluate the simulator. It is

probable that as the TIFS is used, further reports updating this one will be

desirable to keep these people informed.

This report begins with Section II explaining, in theory, specifically

how the desired motion is reproduced in flight. It amplifies the discussion in

Section 1. 1 above and sets th e groundwork for the definition of TIFS capa-

bilities. Sections III through VI deal with motion reproduction capability.

Sections III and IV describe the general bounds on unaccelerated and accele-

rated motion. These are alwavs present whether model-following or response-

feedback control techniques ite used. In Section IV the TIFS controller dy-

namics which are basic to the qiestion of motion bandwidth are documented.

Section V deals with the mode). .following performance achieved. Section VI

presents the current results w1,h the gust environment.

Sections VII, VIII and IX deal with capabilities aside from motion

reproduction. These include the very important cockpit feel systems,

cockpit displays, vision, navig-.titn, communication, audio environment,

data gathering and processing, an• the TIFS airplane flight operational

factors affecting simulation capahfat3Vy.

The TIFS program document,,.,Jon ,)utside of this report is composed

of five formal reports, several hundrCd TIFS Memos and CTIFS Memos,
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and more than fourteen hundred mechanical and electrical drawings. The

f0ormal reports are References I through 5 plus this report.

The TIFS Memos range from informal brief documents dealing with

the technical details of the system design and operation to voluminous struc-

tural analysis. They were generated in the normal daily course of the pro-

gram and fully document the technical effort aside from the mechanical and

electrical drawings.

The CTIFS Memos are the equivalent documents generated under the

Air Transport TIFS (AT/TIFS) program. Many of these are applicable to

the Air Forcc-., TIFS. That program was accomplished in parallel with the

Air Force development from February 1968 to January 1970 under contract

to TIFS, Inc. The effort was aimed at producing a prototype of a production

flight simulation vehicle for training airline pilots for large advanced jet air-

craft. The prototype is a Convair 580 fitted with an actual Boeing 707 nose

so that a familiar aircraft could be simulated for demonstration purposes.

The fuselage modification, computer mounting in the aft cabin, hydraulic

system, evaluation cockpit feel system, and a few other system details dif-*Zr

substantially from the Air Force TIFS. However, the direct li. flaps and side

force surfaces together with their structural mounting and actuation systems

are essentially identical. The electrohydraulic and mechanical logic con-

trolling the direct lift flaps and sida force surfaces are the same and were

designed and documented on the AT/TIFS program. Several system studies

and aerodynamic analyses were performed on the AT/TIFS program which

have applicability to both programs.

The TIFS and CTIFS memos are listed in Reference 4 and can be

requested from the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

The "Preliminary Design" Repor't (Reference 1) documents the pro-

gram from its beginning in November of 1966 to June of 1967. At that point
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the first series of wind tunnel tests had been completed, :he basic aerody-

namic configuration and loads had been defined, and structural design work

was under way. Preliminary design of the hydraulic system and the elec-

tronics had been completed, and control loop studies were in progress.

The "Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Instructions" (Refer-

ence 3) and the "Final Report" (Referer-..:e 4) document the development

through October 1970. This includes the second series of wind tunnel tests,

the design, fabrication, installation, and checkout of all systems and struc-

tures, and the first series of flight tests. These tests demonstrated the pro-

per functioning of the systems and carried the model-following development

through simulati.on of a linear Boeing 707 model at 150 knots. The "Instruc-

tions" Report contains detailed material as the title implies. It also contains

a list of all drawinigs describing the TIFS. The "Final Report" describes

the final system in more general terms.

The "Preliminary Simulation Capabilities" Report (Reference 2) was

published befora actual flight tests and therefore deals with wind tunnel esti-

mates and theoretical analyses. The effort on this study was not extensive

because of the lack of firm data, but the results on maneuvering capability

have been generally substantiated and are, 4or the most part, included in this

report. That report treats maneuvering capability, terrain-following simula-

tion, and inc•Ai'd•bs some material on visual and motion cues.

The "Propeller Blade Stress Survey" Report (Reference 5) is a brief

document produced by the Detroit Diesiel Allison Division of General Motors -

the turboprop engine manufacturer - describing the results of flight tests

clearing the propellers for TIFS operations. The results are summarized

in Section 9. 2 in th#6s report.
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SECTION II

MOTION SIMULATION IN FLIGHT

The th• oretical basis for deter:imining the TIFS capability to simulate

a given airplane starts with the equations of rigid body motion describing

both TIFS and the given airplane, which wlW be referred to as the model.

The equations are essentially the same for koth model and TIFS anrd differ

only in aerodynamic or minor kinematic detail Sention 2. 1 below -will

serve as a review of these equations, notation, sn corrections, simplification,

and axis systems used in TIFS simulation work for those readers who are

already generally familiar with t"e subject of airplane dynamics. For other

reader:', appropriate references are recommended.

Once the equations are presented, the TIFS capabilities can be defined

because capabilities are determined by comparing the TIFS control 4;ime

histories as determined in turn from these equations with the control

deflection, rate, or frequency response limits. Section 2. 2 discusses this

step from equations to control time histories.

Section 2. 3 briefly treats the problem of how to prr .uce the desired

TIFS control deflectiont in real time as the :omputed mot:.on of the model

takes place in response to evaluation pilot input. Sections 2.4, 2.5, 2. 6 and

2.7 mention other detailed points which are important to motion simulation.

2. 1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The derivation of the equations of motion of an aircraft and the

assunmptions utilized in the derivaticn of these equations will not be presented

in this section. Several excellent treatments regarding this derivation and

application to the motion of an aircraft are available in many references

(e.g., 6 and 7). The TIFS Preliminary Design Report (Reference 1) presents

the exact nonlinear equations of motion. Approximate nonlinear equations of

motion and linearized equations of motion of an aircraft, based upon addition-

ai simplifying approximations, are aso discussed in Reference 1. The

equations of motion used in TIFS simulation are described by a non-orthogonal
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axis system selected for simplification in the determination of velocity.

Thus, while the moment equations and the V and ý-axis force equations are

written in a body axis system, the sum of forces along, the X-axis is written

with respect to the wind axis rather than a body axis. Figure 2. 1 illustrates

the axis system and sign conventions used for TIFS simulations while Figure

2. 2 illustrates the relationship between body axes and the non-orthogonal

axis system used. Figure 2. 3 illustrates the relationships between the

Euler angles and angular velocity components in the body axis system.

Once the equations of motion are defined, it becomes desirable for

efficient computation to examine the equations "n an attempt to introduce

simplifications for a particular simulation. For example, several inertial

coupling terms in the moment equations may have little significant effect on

the aircraft response in the landing approach flight phase. Once such higher-

order effects are determined to be inconsequential, they can be neglected

without compromising the response of the aircraft. In addition, small angle

assumptions can usually be made. The simplifications that should be introduced

into the "exact" nonlinear equations of motion for an aircraft are dependent

not only upon the physical characteristics of the aircraft, but also upon the

particular task to be investigated and the limitations imposed by equipment

available for simulation.

In most developments of the equations of motion of an aircraft, the

:elative motion between the earth-fixed inertial axis system and the atmos-

phere is initially assumed to be zero. Thus to account for the effects of

relative atmospheric motion (e. g., gusts) it is necessary to distinguish

between the inertial components of aircraft motion, and the relative motion

effects due to motion of the air mass. '2his is accomplished by expressing

the aerodynamic forces anJ moments in the equations of motion as functions

of the total local flow effects caused by the relative motion of the aircraft

with respect to the air mass.

The following discussior illustrates the simplifications introduced

into the "exact" nonlinear equations of motion that were used to model the

11
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equations of motion of a Class III aircraft in the landing approach flight phase

reported in References 8 and 9.

The X force equation of motion in the wind axis system was written

rj (2.1)

The thrust was assumed to be parallel to the % body reference axis

thus 7" S 7, 7T, = 0. In addition, it was assumed that a. and/68 would be

sufficiently small that small angle assumptions (to the first order) could be

introduced (i. e. , cos o. 1, sin •x o •, etc.). Thus the previous equation

becomes
-I 7YS " .rv•. - •. /' 'i. i -s.•.--,,

(2.2)

where sin gr is IV.. and can be expressed using the small angle assumption

S"n shl 0A-ter"•3 ;f C oWS c• .5 e Cos (2.3)

The Z force equation in a body axis system is

VXJ'P - TL (Z. 4)

The body axis components of linear velocity are related to x-. , ý and

Y by
V, 5 snr enos318

a.-V 605ax ewos,6 1

illustrated in Figure 2. 2.
S4 A (Av, g÷ k a,,, 5

Introducing the small angle assumptions yields

5(2.6)
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The expression (& 4 x ) in Equation (2.6) can be considered as a higher

order term and neglected with the same accuracy as replacing cos161 by 1.0,

giving

V- (2.7)

Introducing the small angle approximations for the (- a2 £s + yo ) term

and assuming . • 0 yields

.S Vi 9 •~
+ - (2.8)

2? VI

where V = - V(2.9)

7. 7sr 2 V.,.4 Y'Vw

7sr 6ZA ,4(2. 10)

and Z ~ (2.11)

The pitching moment equation in a body axis system can be expressed

as (neglecting any engine gyroscopic terms)

M 'M r ,X -zr.7 -(. . J 'P ' +IT (-P '1'
- Y77k'/T1 % (2. 12)

If the inertial coupling terms are neglected, and the thrust assumed to act

through the c. g. thus producing zero pitching moment then

•z __~l(,VrZS• 5Z.•,. r5Z (2,13)

where = -A 2 4T~ +13)

CM a CM era Se(2.14)

5 &

Although the notation used for the aerodynamic coefficients appears to
imply a linear dependency on the motion of the aircraft and the controls,
in general for a simulation the data can be programmed as nonlinear
functions of the variables if such are to be examined. Thus, in general

CM, , , etc. can have the form 4 & ( r, , e P, r M...).
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The Y force equation of motion in a body axis system can be written

as

(2. 16)

Using small angle assumptions

and Equation (2. 16) can be written as

- -+ 5i , •e -O .(2.18)

where 2,. , . ,, (2. 19)

with definitions of els. and Cy similar to (2. 10) and (2.11). The rolling

and yawing moment equa,,ons written in a body axis system for symmetrical

thrust conditions are (neglecting any engine gyroscopic effects)

Laerm l4"ar. (Iz1,YiP? ' (2.20)

For the landing approach simulation, it was assumed that the higher order

angular velocity coupling terms could be neglected. In addition, the notation

of the nondimensional coefficients was modified such that the product of

inertia ( X., ) appeared in the definition of tht aerodynamic moment coefficients

and not explicitly in the equations of motion. Thus the form of the equations

used in the landing approach investigation in References 8 and 9 was

f pVz Sb

p V 5___b (2.23)
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where = .

Additional details on the development of the equations used for the landing

approach programs recently performed on the TIFS aircraft appear in the

S~appendices of References 8 and 9.

2. 2 THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF CONTROL INPUT
APPLICABLE TO IN-FLIGHT SIMULATION

Given the equations of the model and the TIFS, the first basic

S~question concerning capability to match motion is, "Is there any at all?".

This is the question of existence of control time hkstories to produce

solutions of the TIFS equations which match the given time histories.

Clearly there are variable stability a•irplanes without the capability to match

certain motions; for example, one without side force capability trying to

match yawing motion about a point aft of its empennage. The second basic

question is that of uniqueness. Having found one set of control time histories

producing a given motion, is there another set which will produce the same
motion? If there is, then the task of determining motion amplitude limits

becomes more complex. One might, for example, use the TIFS engines

S~differentially for yaw control to augment the rudder capability or in turn

indirectly provide more side force capability by taking advantage of tha side
A tforce capability of the rudder. Now the controe time history to match a given

Dutch roll oscillation is no longer unique and sideslip limits based on side

force surface stall limits must be redefined.

The preceding section examined the equations of motion of an aircraft.

These equationscning calassified as ordinary nonlinear differential equations,

with six degrees of freedoqu. These degrees of freedom can be identified

18



with the six independent coordinates required to specify the position and

orientation of a rigid body in space. Three degrees of freedom are required

to specify the origin of the body-fixed axis system (i. e., c. g. position) and

three degrees of freedom are required to specify the orientation of this

body-fixed axis system (i. e., Euler angles). Thus while there are many

choices possible for the six generalized coordinates, once a choice is made,

the body-fixed axis system is uniquely determined by specifying the time

history of the six degrees of freedom of the body. The equations of motion

relate the forces amd moments acting on the aircraft to the time histo:y

of the six degrees of freedom.

The equations of motion for a rigid aircraft can be expressed in a

first order form:

%i, a)(2. 24)

where x is a 12 x I state vector (3 position coordinates, 3 Euler angles

3 linear velocity components, and 3 body angular rates)

a is an m x 1 control vector, where for a normal aircraft m is 4

and for TIFS m is 6 (elevator, aileron, rudder, throttle, side

force surface, and direct lift flap)

*' is 12 x i vector of functions.

From the theory of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, there

are many general results concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions

to equations like (2. 24). The authors know of no completely general existence

and uniqueness conditions applying to the simulation problem, however. But

general physical statements can be made. The problem can be informally

stated as follows:

Giventwo systems described by44I~(t) .v@(?) , 49] =0

and O wm(•), £m(')J = 0 where zo(•) and 0. (4) are
both n x I vectors, is there a control time history uf (4), (tito)

which will produce z, (N)= Z,, () given that z, (o) = z , (o) ?

Also from the point of view of determining simulation capability,

if such a &,,(t) exists, is it unique?

19



Drawing on a knowledge of the physics of rigid body motion, it can be

argued informally and heuristically that for the aircraft equations of motion

(Z.24),

1) given x. (0) and v,,, a solution y, (e) exists and is unique,

2) if, w (4) has six independent components, each of which

exerts control over at least one of the degrees of freedom,

then disregarding the limits on a , there exists a unique

o (t) for each given o() which will produce that Z. N

and 3) therefore, if, in particular, the specified x. (N) is a solution

of . [ý" (t), Z, (t), a.m (i)]= 0 then under the conditions of 2)

complete simulation is possible and the region of allowable

6M N,) can be determined from the region of allowable a, (u )

because there is a one-to-one relationship.

Thus, it is possible to talk about perfect model following in TIFS and,

in addition, convenient to define capability in terms of the control effective-

ness and the control actuator dynamics. Note that uniqueness is not necessary

for in-flight simulation W work. But it is necessary in determining capability

to recognize non-uniqueness.

A simulation with speed or attitude not matched (and thus the actual

path through space not matched) but with the deviations from that flight con-

dition matched, also fits into the statements above: the problem is merely

changed from one where I. (i) = Xn" (e) to one where particular components

of •VM (e) and/or perturbations in 6, (i. e., i,7 (,h) - xm (o) ) are matched.

Some of these physical arguments are developed mathematically in

Reference 1 for the linearized equations of motion.

20



2.3 CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPTS FOR MOTION SIMULATION

The idea of using a yaw damper to improve the Dutch roll stability of

an airplane is well established. In effect, the yaw damper changes the value

of the airplane's damping-in-yaw stability derivative. The principle can be

readily applied to altering the values of all the other stability derivatives of

an airplane. Thus the terms in the equations of motion of the va !able sta-

bility airplane can be adjusted to match the corresponding terms in the

equations of motion of the airplane being simulated. This is the original

variable stability concept, and it is known as the "response-feedback" ap-

proach. A response-feedback variable stability system can be described as

a generalized stability augmentation system which has wide ranges of adjust-

ment so that large variations in airplane response characteristics can be

produced.

A response-feedback system operates by adding to or subtracting

from the airplane's natural stability and control characteristics. Thus it is

necessary to know accurately the stability and control characteristics of the

base airplane at whatever flight test condition is being used. Also, it is dif-

ficult to calculate exactly in advance the variable stability system gain settings

which will produce correct values all at once of the many parameters which

define the aircraft dynamics. Thus, in-flight calibration of the configura-

tions that are to be evaluated is generally necessary. The use of this type

of variable stability system implies a substantial task of identifying the char-

acteristics in detail of the base airplane and of the variable stability con-

figurations that are to be tested.

A different and newer approach to variable stability uses the idea of
"11model following". In this type of syptem, the electrical signals that come

from the evaluation pilot's use of his cockpit controls are fed as inputs to a

computer which has in it the equations of motion of the airplane to be sim-

ulated. The output of this computer is the set of time histories of motion

variables which describe the response of the simulated airplane to the inputs

applied by the pilot. The task then is automatic operation of the controls of
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the variable stability airplane in such a way that its motions follow or dupli-

cate the motions defined by the model outputs. In other words, the job of

the flight control system is to make the airplane follow the pitch, roll and

yaw motions that come from the model computer, and likewise to follow the

indicated changes in speed components along the three axes, or equivalent

variables such as angle of attack and angle of sideslip. It should be noted

that if there are fewer controls available than there are degrees of freedom

in tlhe equations of motion, some compromises will be necessary. Four or

five controls are sinmply not sufficient to follow six independently varying

quantities. It is a fundamental feature of TIFS that controls are provided for

all six degrees of freedom, so that it will be possible to follow the model

outputs simultaneously and accurately.

The model-following approach permits the computer that defines the

aircraft being simulated to be set up and checked out on the ground prior to

flight. Then if the variable stability airplane in flight can,without further

adjustment, reproduce exactly the computer outputs, the problem of in-flight

calibration is avoided. To be a little more realistic though, it must be re-

marked that the model following will surely not be perfect and that, to some

degree, it will be necessary to know what the variable stability airplane

characteristics are to improve the model following. This means a certain

amount of in-flight calibration work is necessary to set control system gains

even in the model-following mode. However, once the gains are set changing

from one set of dynamics to another in a handling qualities experiment be-

comes the simple and accurate task of setting pots in the model computer.

A variable stability system must be designed with constant attention

to the achievement of excellent dynamic performance, all the way from the

sensors through the entire system to the control actuators. If time lags are

large in the various channels of a response-feedback system, the task of

trying to compensate for the lags in all the channels can become complex

and even entirely unmanageable. Clearly also, one key point to success of

a model-following system is the ability to accomplish the following with

etssentially imperceptible time lags.
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The TIFS model following system employs two techniques simultane-

ously -- model following by feedforwards and model following by error loops.

The function of the error loops is familiar and conceptually easy to understand.

Model following with feedforward signal paths only is less familiar and is

illustrated in this example below.

It can be demonstrated that the expression for the TIFS control time

history to simulate an aircraft by either response feedback or model following

by feedforwards is the same except that Y,,, replaces Y. Assume, as an

example, that the equations of motion of the TIFS ('he plant) and the model

are the simple first order equations

4 =ay~ ~ (2. 25)

and ay", c.mdcm ), 0)Y,( (2. 26)

Now define the plant control asy

= h~,c;, - 2 ~,(2. 27)

(TI:.e presence of y denotes a response feedback control law.)

Thus q (bk) , ib,, (2.28)

Comparison of (2. 28) with (2. 26) indicates the necessary relationships that

must be satisfied to perfectly match the model responses:

a-k e=C giving k.z =b'(a-a) (2.29)

and bk, =a, giving /& = b-d (2.30)

As the model is changed the values of the feedbacks must be determined

to simulate the motion of the model. The control time history obtained is

Spzktb -kq~ bým- b y-)4  (2. 31)
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Now, using the same example, let the plant control be produced from

model feedforwards according to the equation

b- (. 32)

(The motivation for this choice is obtained by solving (2. 25) for bs5 and
asking what 3 will make y One can define =ym - i

Pae P .. andC m'
and by subtracting (2. 25) from (2. 32) obtain the result:

,J =aC;and since C(O) = 0 then e(t ) = 0, 1 > 0,

Thus the control law is independent of the model parameters r and d and

changes in r, and d such as might be done in an experiment do not affect

the control law if mechanized as indicated in (2. 32).

By introducing the equation of m9tion of the model in the control law,

& : de~m -a• =c-a~y (2.33)

* The control Lw expressed in this form is identical to (2. 31) obtained from

the response-feedback technique except that • replaced q.

Althoug'i, -o previously described, the control motion sequence for

the in-flight sin alation is un:que, the feedforward model-following technique

is better suited to the examination of many changes in the stability and control

derivatives of the model than is the response-feedback method. In both cases

it is necess;:-y to have an adequate knowledge of the TIFS parameters to do

a satisfactory simulal-ion. For feedforward model following, this information

is required to make the proper gain adjustments. However, when feedback

loops are introdt.ced in the model-following concept to compare the states of

the plant with those of the model, then the control law is less dependent upon

the exact stability and control data of the plant. Another way of looking at

the comparison is to say that the feedforward model-following concept is to

introduce by use of the feedforwards a unity transfer function between the

states of the model and the states of the plant, while the response-feedback

24
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technique on the other hand attempts to augment the stability and control

derivatives of the plant to the extent that they become equivalent to those of

the model, and thus achieve equivalence between the responses to control

inputs. (It should be noted that control derivative changes are obtained by

interconnects between control surfaces and by changing gearing ratios.)

For response-feedback systems, the feedback gain is varied as needed to

provide the necessary augmentation required for matching. This type of

system can be very sensitive to variations in the stability and control

derivatives of the plant with flight conditions. On the other hand, when the

model-following concept is used, the feedback gains introduced can be selected

to minimize the sensitivity to changes in plant characteristics with flight

conditions. Model following theory is set forth in more detail in Reference 10.

The extension of the simple example above to the complete airplane

equations is straightforward using vector-matrix notation. The solution of

the feedforward derivation problem reduces to the solution of algebraic simul-

taneous equations for the control quantities. When the equations of motion

can be. linearized and expressed as

' F Z,*a z n xl1vectors

'kp, •• m x 1 vectors

and •.,Fz , and a are matrices,

the algebraic equations .in ap using motivatioA like that leading to (2, 32)

are thus

.P l' (2. 34)

analogous to Equation (2. 32). The conditions under which (2. 34) has

solutions for Z and under which they are unique are those discussed in

Section 2. 2, b'At it must be noted that the capabilities of TIFS (i. e. , indepen-

dent control of all six degrees-of-freedom) are sufficient, but not always

necessary. Variable stability airplan.s with less than six independent controls

can match a restricted range of models.
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The feedforward mechanization can also be derived in terms of

transfer functions. The equations of motion of the plant (TIPS) can be

written as

(2. 35)

where [T F(s)] is the matrix of transfer functions, and to achieve perfect

model following a control law l[ .J(5)] = L*'/(s)]/,, (s)] must be obtained

such that [-_ -($I (s)/ . From the above statement, it becomes rather

obvious that if [H(s)] [T-,(.)] then

[ v)] =[T-Fs)] [H4 (sj] [%M (s)1=[] [~ (s)] (2. 36)

Thus (S) [rP~)' (2.37)

Let us look further into the details of producing the control time

histories in real time. Neglecting Z and Z for the moment,

Equation (2. 45) in Section 2.4 can be used to solve for the direct lift flap

command.

(.%)o~ -A,)s-. • • (2. 38)

_ using (2.52)
Vrm

These equations indicate several alternate methods to mechanize the control

motions required for model following.

2.
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or An. could be used to replace & and G as

Another technique would be to write the feedforward expression

5 k

where

This latter technique does not allow convenient individual control over each

stability and control derivative of the plant as is possible when the former

technique is utilized.

Although illustrated for a simplified equation, the application of these

concepts to the full set of linearized equations is straightforward. Both idead,

however, are based on a linearization of the equations of motion about a trim

condition. While this may be satisfactory for relatively small perturbations

about the trim conditions, errors in control motion could result for large

variations in altitude or velicity from the initial condition. If the velocity

perturbation is relatively small with respect to the initial condition, but

altitude variations are large such as in flying a relatively constant speed

approach, then it would be desirable to add a feedforward based on the change

in dynamic pressure with altitude. This is relatively easy to accomU-;sh if
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the linearization of the equations of motion also includes a perturbation in

air density. If the velocity perturbations are also large compared to the

initial condition, then alternate techniques are neeced. One method would be

to treat the terms sensitive to velocity and dynamic pressure changes, which

are constants in a linearization, as functions of those variables directly,

i.e., 9/V or q S . This technique would increase the equipment required to

compute the control motions of the plant to achieve model following, but is

relatively easy to accomplish.

As previously stated in this section and as discussed, for example,

in References 1 and 4, the sensitivity to errors in the feedforwards can be

reduced when feedbacks are introduced which compare the desired state of

the model with the achieved state of the plant in the control law. In fact, as

the feedback gain is increased, the control law becomes less dependent upon

the feedforwards. However, there are practical limits on the values of the
feedback gains based on closed-loop stability, sensor noise, etc. A sensi-

'i,,ity minimization approach' to the determination of feedback gains is briefly

described in Reference 4. In practice, the feedback gains can be selected

based on the maximum gain available that will not significantly compromise

closed-loop stability or result in undesirable control surface rates of motion

whiL-h could place excessive demands on the hydraulic system used to actuate

the control surfaces of the plant. Since the feedback gains were designed to

be constants to simplify the control system complexity, it should be noted

that the effect on the output of the control surface will be a function of dynamic

pressure since the actual control effectiveness of the surface is a function of

dynamic pressure. Thus the aerodynamic gain will vary with flight condition.

This increases the actual feedback system gain as dynamic pressure increases

and could result in closed-loop instabilities. This condition can be minimized

if the feedback gain is selected at the highest dynamic pressure to be encoun-

tered in the simulation or by making the feedback gains functions of dynamic

pressure to control their gain and closed-loop system stability.

The actual choice of feedback signals to the control surface is de-

pendent upon the sensor signals available and the primary degrees of freedom
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that the control surface will control. For example, the elevator is not an

effective device for direct control of velocity, thus it would be of little value

to feed back velocity to the elevator. The elevator controls primarily pitch

attitude and rate, thus it would be of value to feed back errors in these re-

sponses to the elevator. Similar physical arguments for the choice of feed-

back error signals to the control surfaces are applicable. In addition, it was

previously indicated that the direct lift flap feedforward could be mechanized

in terms of 0 and q or An, . While feedback of An. might be efficient, the

acceleration signals sensed by the aircraft could have a poor signal-to-noise

ratio. Thus, this type of feedback is not utilized in TIFS.

2.4 LIMITATIONS ON MOTION SIMULATED BASED ON

COMPATIBILITY OF INITIAL CONDITIONS

The preceding section discussed the concept of feedforward model

following. The desired control law w•.s obtained by replacement of the plant

state vector by the model state vector. Thus, if the plant and the model are

initially at the same trim condition, perfect matching of the motion of the

model to pilot commands could be achieved. The purpose of this subsection

is to briefly examine the situation where the plant is unable to initially trim

to the same condition as the model.

The control law for feedforward model following can be stated in terms

of the changes in state and control from trim; thus the control law is not an

explicit function of the initial condition. However initial conditions affect

the stability and control derivatives used in the F- and C matrices of (2. 34),

for example. Therefore, while it is possible to match the perturbed state

vector of the model even if the initial conditions are not matched, it would not

be possible to match added responses which are dependent upon the initial

conditions. For example, consider the illustration of speed mismatch

(discussed in Reference 2) concerned with matching On in maneuvers with

trim speed mismatch. If the perturbed aircraft states 49 and da aro matched,

then, since An is dependent on trim velocity (see Equatiun (2.47) below),

it would not be possible to match the An. time history. However, as discussed
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in both References 2 and 11, it would be possible to define a pseudo state

vector such that a trade-off is achieved, (i. e., achieve 6n following by

relaxation of following on another state or states of the aircraft). Since

the pilot normally has no way to sense 4 , it is a reasonable variable to

trade. Thus a pseudo angle of attack is derived which would allow matching

of the load factor time history to control inputs. It will be obvious below

that, for this example, the control time history achieved is the linear com-

bination of two control time histories, one which is required to perfectly

match the model states plus an additional part which is a function of the speed

mismatch and the trade-off between angle of attack and normal acceleration

following. In the limit, as the speed mismatch approaches zero, the control

motion obtained is identical to that required for perfect matching of the

responses of the aircraft.

Recall from the previous section that for linearized equations of

motion the feedforward model-following control law is given by Equation

(2. 34). However, due to the mismatch of initial velocity, it is now neces-

sary to define a pseudo state vector which is required to achieve model

following of the desired responses. Thus define

W = 2 (2.40)

T, n Z M , ' (2. 41)

Substitution of the pseudo state vector for the model state vector will now

yield the control law required for model following of the desired responses.

1' v ip W [- (2. 42)

Thus 
(2.41
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where can be defined as iM - and li a can be defined as

[ I F [C]~ Thus is a function of the matrix [C] which is
dependent upon the velocity mismatch and the desired response matching.

Now let us examine the example of acceleration following with velocity mis-

match. The Z' -force equation of motion (in the linearized form presented in

Reference 1) can be written as follows for an aircraft in trim level flight,

neglecting the effects of A•V, since we are primarily concerned with the

initial response to abrupt control inputs:

dS 1 +,Z,, - AW(2.45)

with Aa x r;,• and An.=ln ( • - ) . Since it is desired to

match An. and b with velocity mismatch, then a pseudo angle of attack can

be defined by equating An, at the two trim conditions for the model and plant

SVt(2.46)

and 4c 06 40- '0 z. (2. 47)

A pseudo state vector can now be defined as

0 0 0 0

dGd, I 0 0 0 0 49,,

v, I A v +0 0 0 0 o v,,, (2.48)
'&Z-A A,,,, 0 1-v__/ o 0,

Thus

o 0 0 )

0 0 0 0[e o 0 0

)(2.49)
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Substitution of (2.46) and (2.47) into (2.45) yields (neglecting $e and -Zs'

6=, - ~ (/4&- (2.50)

Thus

4 A~f~m~-4o~~j4(rn~~ m 4-4n(.51

which is the form of the control previously described in (2.44).

If it is further assumed that Ze is also zero, then

Ve

~Ng (2.52)

SSubstitution of this expression into the above equation and using the defini-

tions

trim 6,t I~A n~ (2. 53)

the following expression results

2C6i [0 Vf ýYIi7 (2.54),M V i. g Ag
which is equivalent to the result obtained in Reference 2. Substitution of the

appropriate numrbers for a particular simulation under consideration will

determine the direct lift flap deflection limits on the longitudinal simulation

envelope for the velocity mismatch condition (see Sections 3. 4 and 4. 5).

Reference 2 also describes the effect of velocity mismatch on lateral-

directional maneuvers.

Another form of initial condition mismatch is the possibility of trim

attitude mismatch. In this condition it is possible to achieve a velocity

match, but either it is impossible or undesirable to trim the plant to the same

attitude as the model. For this condition, it would be desirable to define an
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axis system in the model which is parallel to the axis system of the plant in

its trim condition and to then match the states of this rotated axis system of

the model to determine the control motion required for simulation. A simi-

lar concept is described in Reference 1. While the motion of the model

cockpit would be simulated, difficulties could be encountered based on the

sensitivity of the pilot's orientation to the motion. For example, in this con-

dition the total acceleration at the cockpit acting on the pilot would be matched;

however, the acceleration components acting on the pilots would not be cor-

rect unless the seat could be tilted to compensate for the attitude mismatch.

Thus while such a simulation could be performed in the manner described,

the value of this simulation procedure would be limited by the sensitivity of

the pilot to the acceleration components in the plane of symmetry of the air-

craft. This limitation would not be encountered if the nose of the model air-

craft were cranked to the attitude of the plant reference axis. Thus attitude

mismatch simulations could be physically interpreted as the evaluation of the

model aircraft with the nose of the model rotated through an angle equivalent

to the attitude mismatch. For this condition it is possible to achieve perfect

following at the cockpit.

A variation of this problem of attitude mismatch where the difference

in trim attitude is relatively small is described in Reference 9. For that in-

vestigation, it was not possible for TIFS to achieve the angle of attack of the

model at low speeds without compromising the simulation envelope. However,

the particular interest for that program was to evaluate aerodynamic non-

linearities which occurred at high angle of attack and low speeds approaching

the 1. 2 Vs for the TIFS. In this investigation the model and plant initial trim

conditions were the same; however, the aerodynamic data was shifted by a

constant value. In this manner the high angle of attack effects could be

investigated without placing the TIFS aircraft at these high angles. Physically,

this simulation technique can be interpreted as a shift in the model zero lift

line.

Thus to briefly summarize the ideas in this section, it has been

indicated that in-flight simulation is not limited to identical initial conditions
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of the plant (TIFS) and model. Simulations are possible with a reduced sim-

ulation envelope, etc. for mismatch conditions. It must be remembered,

however, that in this case it is no longer possible to match all items of inter-

est and trade-offs must be made as required to ensure an adequate investiga-

tion of the desired problem under evaluation.

2.5 TRANSFORMATIONS, SENSORS, AND GUST ENVIRONMENT

In order to assure that model following has been achieved during an

in-flight simulation, it is necessary to be able to compare the responses of

the model with those obtained by the plant. This comparison is also re-

quired in the feedback signals used to reduce the sensitivity of the following

to inaccuracies in the feedforward gains. In order to make this comparison,

the responses must be compared at a selected location and in the same axis

system. The equations of motion of the model would normally be computed

at the center of gravity of the model, while the sensors determine the re-

sponses of the plant at the center of gravity of the plant. In addition,

angular velocities and Euler angles, etc. are determined in a specific body

axis of the plant. Comparisons between the model and plant (TIFS) responses

are performed by transformation of the model responses to the plant

center of gravity for quantities that are position-sensitive (e. g., angle of

attack, sideslip, velocity). The transformations are based on the kinematics

of a rigid body and are discussed in Reference 12. The exact transformations

are nonlinear and sometimes complex, but simplifications can often be used

in producing required signals. Responses which are axis-sensitive

Je. g., angular velocities and attitudes) must be compared in a selected axis

system, normally that of the plant measurements. The transformations

used when the axis system of the model and plant are parallel are presented

in Reference 8. It must also be remembered that the initial conditions

supplied to the model in flight are signals from the plant sensor output and

must be appropriate to the axis system utilized to compute the equations of

motion of the model aircraft. Through the use of simple rotations, the

equations of motion of the model can always be written in an axis system

parallel to the axis of the plant measurement. From the kinematics of rigid
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bodies, once the motions of the model and the plant have been matched at any

point, then the rigid body motion at all points (e. g., the pilot station) is also

matched provided the relationship between the model and the plant orientation

is fixed.

In order to implement any in-flight simulation, it is necessary to

be able to determine the state of the aircraft by the use of sensors. The

sensor signals used for model following on the TIFS aircraft are described

in References 1 and 4. Based on the discussion previously presented in this

section to develop the equations ol motion of an aircraft, it is desirable that

both inertial and total signals be available for the simulation. In addition,

the signals used for model following should not introduce undesirable noise

and should possess a unity transfer function in the frequency range of pri-

mark interest to the simulation. If these conditions are not reasonably

satisfied then comparison of the states of the model and the plant would be

contaminated by excessive noise or would be dependent upon the ability to

compensate for the sensor dynamics.

For flight in smooth air, the principles of variable stability are

readily grasped. Consideration of atmospheric turbulence, however, intro-

duces some additione.l points. First, consider the behavior of a variable

stability airplane when it encounters turbulence during a test flight. The

action of a response-feedback system is essentially the same as altering the

aerodynamic stability derivatives of the test airplane. If this is done in such

a way as to reproduce the set of stability derivatives of another airplane that

is to be simulated, then it will be the altered set of derivatives that deter-

mines the test airplane's response to the turbulence it encounters. The re-

sponse accordingly is that of the airplane being simulated, and so we can say

that a response-feedback variable stability airplane simply responds as it

should to the turbulence it encounters. One word of caution is necessary,

however, in connection with this statement. In case the air is turbulent, it

is necessary to distinguish the two kinds of angle of attack -- inertial and

aerodynamic. If the variable stability system alters on the basis of a

measurement of aerodynamic angle of attack, then the effect of a gust on the
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airplane's pitching moment will be reproduced correctly as stated above.

This would not be true, however, if the angle of attack used in the variable

stability system were to be computed by subtracting flight path angle from

pitch attitude.

With a model-following system, the situation is different. If the

model responds only to the pilot's control inputs, there will be no outputs from

the model due to the variable stability airplane encountering turbulence.

The signals compared for model following should be inertial since the

motion equations of the model are computing inertial motion, and by following

the inertial signals the system would tend to act as a gust alleviation system.

In addition, by measuring the gust components ( x , , , , and V )

and knowing the gust-sensitive stability derivaIcives of the plant, a modified

control law can be developed to input signals to the plant controls to alleviate

the gust. The ability to alleviate the natural atmospheric environment then

allows control over the simulation of atmospheric disturbances.

Once the natural atmospheric environment is sensed and alleviated,

"the experimenter can use the same measured gust signals as disturbances

to the model producing the motion the model would experience flying in that

actual gust environment. Or for a more controlled experiment he can feed

a taped gust signal to the model. Lastly, he could omit feeding disturbances

to the model to produce the smooth-air environment within the capability of

the gust alleviati6n system.

In regard to producing correct responses to canned turbulence, the

importance of having the direct lift flaps and side force surfaces that are

available in TIFS should be emphasized. These surfaces can generate

directly the forces required to produce the correct responses. Applying

canned turbulence only to the aileron, elevator and rudder servos clearly is

insufficient, in that it can produce correct moments on the airplane but not

the correct forces simultaneously. Since pilot rating of the handling qualities

of an aircraft can be quite sensitive to the effect of the turbulence environment,

the ability to alleviate and simulate gusts can be quite important to controlling

an in-flight simulation experiment.
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SECTION III

ATTITUDE AND FLIGHT PATH IN UNACCELERATED FLIGHT

In this section and Section IV, the basic trim attitude, flight path

and dynamic motion capabilities are discussed. From this basic data the

limits of a specific simulation can be determined. A running example is

used to illustrate how these limits can be estimated. The variables of con-

cern in this section are the pitch and yaw Euler angles, 0 and ?A; the flight
path angles, 9y and % ; the airspeed, V ; and the aerodynamic angles, az and

. Section IV deals with the ranges of body angular rates p, 9 , and r;
body angular accelerations, -p q , and t; and linear accelerations tz,

, andw

The Euler angles 9 and • are related kinematically to the angles

, x, , and ( and hence are similarly constrained. The relationships

for small angles are

e (3.1)

and 'A (3.2)

In what follows, the limits on X, X , a; , and 8 are discussed and Equations

(3. 1) and (3. 2) should be used to relate these to G and b. *

3.1 GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS FROM THE FORCE EQUATIONS

The variables V, ?', E , • and ,6 are related through the balance

of forces. Equations (2. 1), (2.4) and (2. 16) state this balance in a mixed

axis system where (Z. 1) is along the wind z axis and (2.4) and (2. 16) are

along body y and I axes. It is convenient to use pure wind axes to express

simulation relationships since then C4 and 62, can be used directly without

reference to the body axes of the TIFS and the model. It is perhaps also

helpful to modify these wind axis equations so that the flight path angle rates

For velocity-matched simulation, there is no limit on % and therefore

no limit on 0. The limitation on X arises when matching 0 with

velocity not matched.
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with respect to the earth, ? and i appear separately since, for flight path

matching, such as is required for one-to-one landing approach simulation,

the angles 7' and % are matched. The modified wind axis system differs

from conventional wind axes only by a rotation-/A about the zw axis to

bring the jW axis into the vertical plane (see Figure 3. 1). (The angles Z
Iy, and/i. are the Euler angles locating tbe conventional wind axis system

after the notation of Miele in Reference 13.) Then the force equations be-

come

TX -" 0- - my ,s (3.3)

cosy 7t (T9 ~ SOY .Cy05A -'O - 50~)P4 ~ (3.4)

To match V, • , and • and thus V , , and 3" for initial con-

ditions matched and c. g. is coincident,

' (% _ - se) - .. (T•. sa)(3.-6)

S-'(Tw, 5,,,S,,,) (3.7)

_+(r -qs,) _ Tw - ~C,~ (3.8)

With this one-to-one matching, the altitude is matched so that • =

.X ,and therefore in unaccelerated flight, or for TIFS and model c. g. 's

and cockpits coincident in accelerated flight,

TCW C WI/S ( TyWm +C- ) (3.9)
15 (W,/S)m $? S

e W/ Y 4 (y;fl (3.10)

7r W/.5 ( r
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X z X Xw

Y,

Zw

Figure 3. 1 System of Rotations Leading From Earth Axes
to Modified Wind Axes ( Z and g" ), to/z
Wind Axes
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The C4 and 4, of TIFS are functions of direct lift flap deflection

as well as angle of attack, Fowler flap deflection, and landing gear position.

The term TýW /ý5 in Equation (3.11) is small compared with 36h and can be

neglected for most simulation work. Also, 01., can be neglected without

much loss of accuracy. Therefore, a particular simulation requirement in

terms of S and $5 can be determined by expanding Equations (3.9) and (3. 11)

in terms of S. and J. , solving Equation (3.11) for S. and, using that result,

solving Equation (3. 9) for S, . Equation (3. 10) can be solved for "'I but there

is an important coupling through C0Y, which makes it necessary to solve the

yawing moment equations as well (see Section 4, Equation 4.4).

3.2 TIFS AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND THRUST

The C0 and C1 functions have been determined in wind tunnel

tests (Reference 14), and flight tests have been conducted to provide final

substantiation (primarily Flights 27 and 28). The flight test data have gen-

erally agreed with the wind tunnel except near max These data have beenmax"

analyzed and reported in Reference 15. Analytical expressions which are

suitable for simulation planning have been determined to fit the experimen-

tal data. They are

15 *= • 106•,ZS +• e 4 . 3•- (A3-• I -t .25o3 (3.12)

30'V • = Ca D /O 16 (3. 13)p

where

a'o = .028 '-.023 +.037 +.0276 4 .046

5, = .037 + ,0 34 (4), - .0/1
\ 30.o/

S= 0 or 1 depending on whether the landing gear is up or down,

and all angles are in degrees.
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These expressions were obtained for / = 0 but can be used for a

small range of/9.

There are six limitations which bound the regions of permissible

CL, and C. in 1 g flight. They are:

1) Direct lift flap deflection limits of _+ 35'.

(These Are operational limits. The physical stops in the

flap drive mechanism are located at _t 40%.)

2) It vs. e for stall.

3) 5. vs. a for high speed buffet.

4) a vs. Cý, for aft fuselage structural limit.

5) V ax (or equivalently C- rin in 1 g flight).

6) g' vs. Ve structural limit.

Items 1), 2) and 5) are self-explanatory. The buffet and aft fuselage

structural limits, items 3) and 4), are discussed more fully in Section IV.

Item 6) is a standard C-131 structural limitation. These limits and the others

above can be described analytically as follows

1) -35S. Z ý 5., (3, 14)

2) A 10.4-- 46( IL;)(V ) (3.15)

30 (

5) e ._ 29Z5 - A5 or 6 •.(9 (3.18)

6) .16 (.4.- v •-30 (3.19)

(all angles in degrees).
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The C, function, together with the limits defined above, is plotted

in Figure 3. 2. This graph does not show the effect of Fowler -flap deflection;

however, that can be added analytically without difficulty using Equations

(3. 12) and (3. 19).

The TIFS thrust force acts along the fuselage reference line so

that 7- =Tand T7 = 7 -0. Therefore,

_•~~ ~ V W. -- -T ,o s o s ,'n d• z -T .--'1( .7 0, -U
=~6. - T-j-(.0)

7 - T7, 06-

An analytical representation of the thrust force was determined and documen-

ted in Ref-!rence 1 for preliminary design work. It gives thrust as the

f(ollowing function of true airspeed, altitude and throttle position

7=(9-,4) 2a0 * B IL (3.21)

where 7 is in pounds

9, is in degrees, 34. 5 < 900

V is ia ft/sec
and h P is in ft

The side force coefficient as a function of 9 , , and x has been

defined by wind tunnel test and substantiated at $ = 0 by flight tests

reported in Reference 4. The wind tunnel data were fitted analytically in

TIFS Memo 127 for the situation 8 = 0. The body axis was used.

That analytical fit is quoted here with the appropriate transformation term

added to give y in wind axes, i.e.

The resulting expression is
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1721

CY 9 ./7A.(/525 .[075(4 to2P -.0056 ( 0 005,,)] 36 7•

All angles in degrees, V in fps, and -12. 3" _• /3 •. IZ. 3.0

This relation is derived for J = . - =0 but will be assumed applicable

to conditions involving non-zero flap deflection and/or gear down until more

flight tests can be made. The Cy,,,,4 is plotted in Figure 3.3 fore = 5"

using Equations (3. Z2), (4. 16), and (4. 17). (Including the trim position of

the rudder makes a significant difference in the value of Cyrx .)

The value of assumed here is taken from TIFS Memo 167

and the number for Cy is from TIFS Memo 565. The numbers in TIFS

Memo 565 are derived from flight tests but in some instances are not judged

reliable. In these cases the data based on wind tumnel tests in TIFS Memos

127 and 167 are used.

3.3 DETERMINATION OF SIMULATION RANGE -- AN EXAMPLE

Consider the one-to-one simulation of a large bomber on an emer-

gency landing approach. The bomber's gross weight is high and the approach

speed is high. Table 3.1 summarizes the pertinent parameters describing

the model. Table 3. 2 summarizes the analytical description of TIFS as

presented above and in Section IV.

Several variables will be examined to determine the range of sim-

ulation around the nominal trim speed, which for this example is assumed

to be 190 knots,
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TABLE 3.1

ASSUMED MODEL PARAMETERS

CL = 1.47 + .13a + .015O g + 2.39 1 + .i7-

= .120 + .0384 CL 2

c. = -. 012/9 + .00265.r + .00046,5a + .037-•"

T = ( $r - 30) • 1000 lb, in the Z, 1. plane along z axis

L =-.0003,6 +.00025 -. 0013 -. 74 - +.25-

-31- .013 a -. 05 •e " 3.90 -1.44 -&

n = .0025, -. 001059 -.0002 5, - .13 -1 18r

W = 350, 000 lb I = Z, 350, 000 slug-ft2

5 = 1950. sq ft 6,750, 000 slug-ft2

Z = 15.3 ft I = 8, 890, 000 slug-ftz

V = 136.7 ft I = -90, 000 slug-ft2

TABLE 3.2

TIFS PARAMETERS

= Equation (3. 12) W = 52, 000 lb

eD = Equation (3. 13) S = 920 sq ft

ay = Equation (3. 22) = 9. 52 ft

T = Equation (3. Z1) b = 105.3 ft

0, = Equation (4.216) I 239, 000 slug-ftz

4, = Equation (4. 18) 1 = 532, 000 slug-ftz

= Equation (4. 17) I• = 764,000 slug-ft2

It = negligible
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3.3.1 Range in V andaý

If a digital computer were used to calculate the TIFS control po-

sitions as V,,, and a are varied, it would probably be programmed to solve

(3.9),(3. ll), and (4.18) for . and 8 increasing and decreasing the AVM
from trim until limits are encountered. For present purposes it is desirable

to make some approximations so that hand computations and graphical solu-

tion can be made to gain some physical understanding of the limitations.

If, as suggested on page 40 the T W terms are neglected in_.ý/sIEquation (3. 11), then cra/,4= (W-• C'MTr',M . For trim, Table 3.1 gives

"(In" = 0= -. 31 - 01 3 mT,M - .05 Se or -6.2 - 26are/,I.

Substituting for in the equation for C0,,, listed in Table 3. 1 gives ,

= 1.38 + .126 mr& M . Therefore with W/S = 56.5 and (W/S)m 179.0,

C,1 rgm = (56.5/179.0) C14,)vq/M or 2 L-re = .435 + . 0 3 9 8 re/M . A

graphical solution for the 5' vs. a variation to match z's is shown by the

dashed line on Figure 3. 1. The limits for this particular simulation turn

out to be the aft fuselage structure at the high-speed end and the operational

limit of 1. 15 V at the low-speed end. The c limits can be read from Figure

3. 2 and the velocity limits from the relation Ve (vor z=L. \ W/s5
These are -2.4 _ 0 <_ 4 and 145. _K< Vr •.222.

3.3.2 Range in 2r

The basic relationships needed here are the approximation of (3. 5)W
which gives C,, Z •-i-' end (3.3) and (3.5) taken together which give

C1 (3. 23)

At each trim speed, tan ý" and tan 4,, can be calculated for the $ spe-

cified by the dashed line in Figure 3. 2. Then decisions can be made
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regarding the use of the TIFS gear and Fowler flaps to give an acceptable

range of V" matching. For this example, an acceptable simulation range is

obtained by operating with the gear down and Sp = 0. With 5z = 34" giving

T : 0 andSz = 90 giving 7 "MAx the range of X available is shown in Figure 3.4.

This is to be compared in the same figure with the model capability, Jr = 30

giving Tm = 0 and r )r = 90 giving "mOMAX - 0, 000 lb. For a nominal approach

point at 190 kt and a three-degree glide slop,, the TIFS throttle will be trimmed

at mid-range. There is ample range in I to simulate typical deviations

from the nominal conditions and up to a speed of 204 kt even a full throttle

go-around can be matched. Above 204 kt, the TIFS gear must be up to

simulate a full throttle go-around.

3.3.3 Range in 1iftly

The range in trim sideslips is determined by solving (3. 10), (4. 2)

and (4.4).

First, Equation (3. 10) gives

C-- __ W/S ____ -U.V (3.24)

For a three-degree glide slope at V = 190 kt, 7/-S = eaL 'r4 4 -, ,=

(.458) ( -. 0523) + . 0654 = .0414 and ,/fmSm = (1.45) (-. 0523) + .201 .125.

Therefore (3. Z4)becomes

3,1fZxI 106 4-.,316 e sioe,,V4 (3. Z5)

31 C •z y•

* The landing gear effect is primarily drag with a small indirect effect on

lift through the pitching moment change requiring an elevator angle change.

However, the Fowler flap used to create drag must be balanced by a

significant negative increment in 5 to counter the lift change.
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Trimming the model using the data of Table 3. 1 gives

C; 0 , -. ooOd6'O - .oo ,. -.00 Se 'a.,,

from %;hich results 2.6 .8;,n, M and 4a 14 g/ WreA
"TrXIA TRIetl

Therefore I- - O *. . O46

or C• y" , = -. oO05 g, l r,,6 (3.26)

Using this equation in (3. 25) gives

00/ 7IeM s,'ice /6 vi are wa/ahed (3.27)

Plotting this line on Figure 3.3 gives a simulation range of I--9"Irplm •9*4°

with the limit produced by side force surface stall.

The simulation is also limited by vertical tail structural loads.

The structural limitations are discussed in Section IV. For trim sideslips

under the conditions of this example, the structural limit is ± 7.40. There-

fore the structural limit governs.

3.3.3 Ranges in Crosswind Velocity and 0 for Crosswind Simulation

When TIFS is flying in still air simulating an airplane flying with

a crosswind, the crab angle is produced by sideslipping using the side force

surfaces. Near the runway threshold, the evaluation pilot will perhaps make a

transition to a wing-down sideslipping maneuver with the model to align his

heading with the runway. The TIFS in this condition will be flying with prac-

tically no sideslip bnt with the wing down, The Wsii 0 component is balanced

by side force surface deflection. The maximum 0 that can be achieved is

thus limited by the maximum side force capability.
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First, the maximum crosswind velocity is computed from

~ ~."'i~0 j rg~ Vm //~~ where i is the

crosswind component and V., is the true airspeed of the model (Figure 3. 5).

VV

Model TIFS

Figure 3. 5 Crosswind Simulation

Using Equation (3.4) multiplied by eos/e plus Equation (3.5) times s/,.,.

the general side force condition with = = 0 is

TY + i SCy *14.,, = 0 (3.28)

With wings level, si4/zC =0 and therefore *ry, .. ý SCy O.

Also C = Cv = 0. These are just the conditions under which Figure 3.3

was derived. At Ve = 190 kt, a = 1.40 and therefore Figure 3.3 which is

the capability at X = 50 is not exactly correct. However, as is evident from

Equation (3. 22), the angle of attack effect is not strong. Using Figure 3. 3,

the maximum trim sideslip with * q 5Cy =9 or y = -

(for a three-degree glide slope) = . 000723y6 is about 8. 8. This gives

(6,nNO ) AX, = 190(8. 8/57. 3) = 29. 2 kt. This limit does not provide any

margin for perturbations about the trim condition so a more reasonable

maximum might be M=190(5.0/57.3) = 16.6 kt which would allow

S£ t 4• about the trim condition while match',ng ,
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Second, the maximum bank angle after decrab is computed from

(3. 28) by writing

Y' Y C0- (3.z9)

In this condition it is approximately true that 5;nlz = sinlz,, aidg=o.

T herefore Yo

,95Y ==0 mS (3.30)

or z .219
my Cos~ M4Xg60Z

from Figure 3.3, giving m MAX = 12. 70 at 190 knot. Using (3. 29) and the

conditions C; = = 0 to trim the model in a steady sideslip with one wing

down, the bank angle necessary to trim is given by /t,;, = . 3 04 ,dw . There-

fore, the model, for a decrab maneuver of 8. 80, needs to bank only about

2. 70 - well within the TIFS capability of 12. 7*.

3.4 ATTITUDE MATCHING WITH VELOCITY NOT MATCHED

Section IV discusses the problem of rmatching pitch attitude when

there is a difference in the TIFS and model trim airspeeds. In this section,

the basic relationships will be derived from the modified wind axis equations,

(3. 3), (3.4), and (3. 5), and an example worked out.

First, the relationships between the wind axis Euler angles and

the body axis Euler anglez are needed. These can be obtained by equating

like terms in the transformation from earth to wind axes which is

[7T] =Lui~ [r]J[Z] (3.31)

in terms of wind axis Euler angles and
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The exact expressions for sin Y' and s:i5 X are

s;n - Ca osM s,o 6- s/#gsin 4 1O COS6- s/n7& C0sig 6 0sc's (3.33)

and f

l e01n/3 C' 1 sn(o-acos06 sin ý/cos0 s/I7 0 (3.34)

si/r7~ CO6 1COS 18co 0 sn 0

For 0,

and

s -n [ao /95, 514 co s (9 -,v,+s ing cas1 (3.36)

Small angle assumptions on,3 and Y give 0' -O-,z and Z = ' +A as in

(3. 1) and (3.2).

Next, consider a change in flight path at constant speed with accel-

erations matched. From (3.4) and (3.5)

VicoSX = VX VMO ',, (3.37)

and

V V- (3.38)

Integrating these equations with the small angle assumption cos 1 gives

VAn X V• 4,, (3.39)

and

4Vn Or vWa Aim(3.40)

Using (3. 1) and (3. 2), the increments from trim of the angles of sideslip and

attack of TIFS when the attitude match is imposed- A6 0G,,, and A • =

are given by
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Ai, 416M V -A (3.41)

and V

A~. Ad,,,---. 77(3.42)

Finally consider the steady conditions following maneuver and

power adjustment when a new rate of climb or a new heading or a combina-

tion of the two has been established at the trim airspeed. Because the trim
airspeed is not changed, Acen "- 0, and because trim wings-level flight is

assumed, /g = 0. Then

6A %X - ) '84M4x (3.43)

and
and I) A W_ - (3.44)

where 6,dmr and 6,MAy are the limits TIFS can achieve at the particular
trim airspeed while maintaining straight wings-level flight. From Equations

(3.4) and (3.5) these are the ranges of and w for

Yre, - (3.45)

and 
yne 

•

.W 7S T57 (3.46)C~zr'•M • rS 57.3

Consider as an example the model at 380 knots and TIFS at 190
knots, both initially in level flight. In Section 3. 3. 1 the model tr'im is given

b y C~L nre 1. 38 +. 126 .At Ve = 3 80 kt. CZ

179/490 = 366. 1! az)rj,* is computed i:sing these relationships it will be

highly negative. The reason is that the model as described in Table 3. 1 is
in a landing approach configuration with considerable flap deflection. For
the purposes of this example assume that when the model's flaps are at zero
the trim lift coefficient is given by OzM = " 190 + . 126 •ZrW , " Then
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1= .40 = mrR,, • To produce ergiM = 1.4 at Ve = 190 kt, the

TIFS uses -40. At this speed the TIFS thrust coefficient 7"/qS

is small and can be neglected so that (3.45) and (3.46) reduce to Cy¥rR,M = 0

and Ol r,,M W4 / . This gives, from Figure 3. Z, 0m,, = -1.80 deter-

mined by S9 = 350, WmAy = 6. 0 determined by the buffet boundary, and,

from Figure 3.3, /1,41gx = 8.20. Therefore from (3.43) and (3.44),

I•MX = 8. Z0 , A ,v = -6.00 and A Xm4x = 1.8. This capability is

probably sufficient to examine handling qualities along a given heading up to

moderate rates of descent and would certainly be adequate to simulate small

disturbance tasks such as in-flight' refueling.
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SECTION IV

DYNAMIC MOTION

The body angular rates p, • , and r,angular accelerations 76'

and i', and linear accelerations ny.• , , and n. are related through the

six rigid body equations of motion. Equations (3.9), (3. 10), and (3. 11) ex-

press the force relationships and Equations (4. 2), (4. 3) and (4.4) express the

moment relationships for one-to-one motion reproduction. One can, for any

given input to the model, determine how far that input can be scaled up be-

fore one or more of the TIFS controls or structural loads reaches a limit.

This type of analysis is perhaps best accomplished through computer inte-

gration of the equations. It does not lend itself readily to the derivation of

analytical limits. However, there are two special cases which are of inter-

est and can be rather easily handled without solving the equations of motion -

steady accelerated flight and acceleration immediately following abrupt con-

trol inputs. These two cases will be examined in this section.

4.1 GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS

The moment equations are most conveniently written in body axes.

They are as follows

1 r = (4. 5)

19YP I r i Jý Sz e"' T' xT (4.1)

It is evident that if the inertia coupling terms are important the equa-

tions for exact model following are more complicated than those derived

from the force equations. It is not possible, in general, to obtain relation-

ships involving only the right hand side applied moments. (if the model and

TIFS moments of inertia all have the same ratio, i.e., - -
Z-X.V , IP

this is one instance when the inertia coupling terms are the same

for P = 1 , q = qY,, , and r .) However, for the class of airplane
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TIFS is designed to simulate, and the tasks of primary concern such as

landing approach, the inertia coupling terms are negligible and matching

•p, 4 and r in parallel TIFS and model axis systems is achieved when,

for q n

qzI = (4.2)

11v 1:~5b (4.3)

on en c- (4.4)
+I/ 5b)m

For aynamic motions, it is usually desired to match the linear and

angular accelerations of the pilot's seat. Moving the TIFS moment controls

according to Equations (4. Z), (4, 3), and (4. 4) will match the angular accel-

erations of the seat. The linear accelerations are matched if the TIFS force

controls are moved according to Eqiations (3.4) suitably modified fo account

for non-coincident c. g. positions. To obtain the required expressions, it

is convenient if the original force equations are written in body axes.

The general situation considered here is depicted in Figure 4.1.

4fz

Figure 4. 1 General TIFS and Modeý Body Axis Alignment
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The pilot's seat in the TIFS cockpit is brought into alignment with the seat in

the model. In general there will be an angle 7 between the TIFS z body axis

and the model z,? body axis required to align the pilot's seats and dis-

placements F and between the TIFS and model c.g. 's. Writing the model

force equations in a body-axis system, ý,, , ym , ý,,, , which is parallel to

the TIFS axis system, p , , , the required model following with the TIFS

c.g. linear accelerometers is obtained when

""nn 1  + x nX 0 (4.5)

where "x " denotes the vector cross product.

The linear accelerometer signals are related to applied loads by
r

q= I a (4.6)
V

YC0
Therefore Equation (4. 5) becomes

To + oi ol i-ta (4.7)L _cg L 5 Jt_' _ L -,,,,,.,,- _I

To obtain the relationship in terms of model and TIFS wind axes coefficients,

the transformation from wind to body axes is introduced

i"

SBy the definition of cross product,

[a,=,• a. a x "[ b- b b5] [ab, - a, b, .b - a,m b. a, | b, a.



This is an orthogonal transformation so that the inverse is equal to the

transpose. Then Equation (4. 7) becomes

m , I jCD TY Wr ÷ 'ýW

--.

7 (4.9)
+ I- #1 , F~~

This equation expresses the TIFS forces in wind axes in terms of the

model forces in the model wind axes, the displacement of the c.g. 's, the

model angles of attack and sideslip, and the TIFS angles of attack and side-

slip. The TIFS and model angles of attack and sideslip are related through

the equations for si6? , sng, etc. in terms of 14, trr, and arand the

relation

[;= [E• •x1
" LrJ (4.10)

again using the vector cross product.
I

Therefore the transformation which is a function of the TIFS z and

Scan be com puted entirely from m odel variables and the entire right hand

side of (4. 9) can be computed from uiodel variables.

If the c.g.'s are coincident then c = , , and= I an Lw.

LW_, = The terms due to c. g. displacement are zero and Equa-

tion (4.9) reduces to Equations (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8). (Note that =-

in general, only if the c. g. 's are coincident or flight is unaccelerated.)

If the small-angle assumption is made on a , , ,6' ,and 9,, so

that siras is replaced by a , eos x by 1.0, etc. and products a. , etc.

are dropped, then
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!I

S_ ( .LJ , (4 . 1 1)

and [Lle• f 0 (4. 12)

and V g 9 (4. 13)

From (4. 10) and (4. 13),

and
VM, AP) - q

so the transformation matrices are

[LWB WJL ,J t 0 (4.14)

Wb'h sheezw Syrnmeby a6 ;,,4/7

and Vo -,;v VM ,9M

Vw-.z51 , / 0

wiih ske'w symmetry as In 4.1.? (4. 15)

Equations (4.9) with (4. 14) and (4. 15) express in manageable form the general

relationships producing cockpit motion model following. They can be further

simplified in specific examples and used to determine the maximum TIFS

control inputs to match particular extreme model motions.
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4.2 TIFS AERODYNAMIC AND THRUST MOMENTS

The Convair aerodynamics report on the CV-340 turboprop version,

Reference 16, serves as a primary source for much of the rolling and yawing

moment information presently used for TIFS analysis work. This data has

been augr.-.ented by analysis and flight test as reported in TIFS Memos 1Z7

and 565. The relations used in this report are the following

(all angles in degrees, V in fps)

1  = (-.0018 4. 0000549 1-.0 0 6 0 (-.Sr 00/7t. 001 j)j

-r 8 (4. 16)

(.0019 -. 006/07&,)-& 09/1. -000/79 000/
79y

-. 1ý27 + +(-,016-.0045W~) - .0207 7_03(4. 17)

The pitching moment data derived from the TIFS wind tunnel tests

(Reference 15) must be corrected substantially because the general-purpose

nose is being used instead of the SST nose which was tunnel tested. Flight

test data in the form of Se to trim versus V, has been obtained but it con-

tains power effects which were not present in the wind tunnel. A discussion

of the pitching moment variation with x is presented in Reference 4. The

final equation used in this report is based on the flight tests with power cor-

rections taken from Reference 1, dynamic and control derivatives from

Reference 1, and direct lift flap and Fowler flap corrections from Reference 15.
ýr, = • - . +Iz-.O2C -r~ , . z8 3L•o '°4•o-

952) e
Se cO $' = e a0

A I~, )( 30/ O

r Ve xO" 0, ;e0.18

+ .74 .J0.F5J - 1.41 - - 0-
S6e 1V
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4.3 STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND CONTROL SERVO

CHARACTERISTICS

The dynamic motions of TIFS are governed by how fast and how far

the controls can be moved and the accelerations and aerodynamic loads the

structure can stand. This section documents the limitations as of

October, 1971.

4.3.1 Structural Design Constraints

The C-131H was originally designed to + 2.5, - 1.0 g's maneuver

load factor at speeds up to 283 KEAS and + 2.5, -0.0 g's at the 353 KEAS

dive speed. Due to the TIFS forward fuselage nose-down pitching moment

and the use of direct lift flap both trailing edge up and down at high speeds,

these design numbers are reduced. Figures 4. 2 through 4. 7 have been

prepared to indicate the present load factor limits as a function of flap deflec-

tion d• e to the loads in several different areas and due to aerodynamic buffet.

The load factor is limited to the 75% allowable load point rather than

10076 to give some consideration to the point that TIFS as a handling qualities

simulator will be maneuvered more frequently than the standard C-131H.

Also this extra margin allows for possible inadvertent overshoot.

As the reader progresses from Figure 4. 2 to Figure 4. 7, the air-

speed is increased in 25 mph increments. The limits change from purely

aerodynamic limits at 152 knots (175 mph) to almost purely structural limits

at 260 knots (300 mph). The curves are taken directly from the maneuver

loads and structural capabilities calculated in the addendum to TIFS Memo

No. 423, the fuselage loads report for the 49, 000 zero fuel weight condition

and the addendum to the wing loads report, TIFS Memo No. 491. The buffet

boundary for negative J was determined from flight tests during the

envelope expansion in May of 1971 and the stall boundary from early flight

tests.
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The cu-rves are obtained analytically by trimming the airplane at 1 g

with the flap at the specified position and then with the flap fixed at that

position maneuvering to the g limit specified. For example, for W = 49, 000

lb, fixing the flap at 8 = - 50 at 240 kt (Figure 4.6) and maneuvering to

2. 08 g's puts 75% of the load for zero margin in the area of the cargo door.

Also on Figures 4.4 to 4. 7, specific points along the 1 g line have

been plotted to indicate where the gust limits fall. These are obtained by

positioning the flap at 1 g and then superimposing a vertical or side gust

(40 K* fps at 210 kt, 30 K fps at 240 kt, 15 K fps at 285 kt, and linear inter-

polation between). These extreme gust inputs are not superimposed on

maneuvering conditions. Furthermore, they are plotted at the 100% limit

load points rather than the 75% points because of their low probability of

occurrence.

As is indicated in Figures 4.4 to 4.7, all the gust points fall outside

the 75% limit load maneuver curves or the buffet boundary except the side

gust condition at Ve = 240 kt and the vertical gust at \, = 218 kt which are

only slightly inside. Therefore gust conditions are not of concern as long as

the operation is within the 75% limit load maneuver boundaries as specified

in Figures 4.4 to 4.7.

Safety trip signals are included in the system %o provide for auto-

matic implementation of these boundaries since they are too complicated for

the safety pilot to provide.

The C-13 1H vertical tail structure was designed to accommodate

engine failure cases, extreme side gusts equal to the vertical gusts quoted

above, and full rudder trim sideslip up to 170 knots. The resulting structural

capability is defined by a closed area on a plot of /6 vs. T, which is roughly

K = 1.33 - 2.67 (WIS)-3/4
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elliptical. An exact ellipse which fits inside this closed area is given by

(~~ 12(.9
Yv, -'52Yvr9r *Fr 686) )

where 14- =Id-36.6 1- * L:!ý
V

all angles in degrees, V in fps, and 4 in psf.

The closed area and the ellipse are shown in Figure 4. 8. This ellipse roughly

defines the boundary for 75% allowable load on the vertical tail. For trim

sideslips at 8 = 0 (i. e. , 61 = n = 0) Equations (4. 16) and (4.17) solved

simultaneously give 8r, 7 87/ge,,-m for 5 *. Therefore (4.19)

reduces to /

MAt . (4. 20)

MAIY

4. 3. 2 Control Servo Characteristics

Table 4. 1 presents the aspects of control servo performance of im-
portance in determining dynamic motion capability. The hinge moment capa-

bility designed into the structure ard the actuator determines the control

deflections that could be achieved with the maximum pressure relief valve

settings. Note that for all controls the actuator desIgn strength approxi-

mately matches the C-131H flight control system and surface stru•ctural de-

sign. However, the current hinge moment capability for the C-131H con-

trols is limited by the relief valves to values which the pilot can overpower

(the throttle is limited by slipping of tO-e mechanical clutch).

These limits can bh translated to surface deflection limits L function

of dynamic pressure. ne expressions needed for these calculations are tabulated

in Table 4. 1. For the elevator, aileron, and rudder, the aerodynamic hinge

moment data is taken from Referenct 16 with a tab deflection gear ratio of

.5 for the elevator and .81 for the aileron. The rudder servo acts directly
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on the surface bypassing the spring tab so no tab deflection is included. The

throttle travel is limited electronically and these limits can be changed, so

the limits Listed are the mechanical stops. The hinge moment data for

the SFS and DLF were taken from flight test reported in Reference 16.

The SFS moment is overly limited because early flight tests were run

at conservative settings, which are currently satisfactory, and there has

been no simulation requirement to purchase relief valves and pressure trans-

ducers with a range extended to the 3750 ft-lb design level. The DLF moment

wi. probably be reduced later to be more compatible with the DLF deflection

limits at Ve = 240 kt due to the general structural considerations mentioned

in Section 4. 3. 1.

4.4 DETERMINATION OF SIMULATION DYNAMIC RANGE --

AN EXAMPLE

4.4.1 Abrupt Accelerations

If the TIFS control is deflected at maximum rate to its limit at a

particular airspeed, the resulting abrupt acceleration of the rigid body can

be calculated from the following expressions

W W IT

I qy (4.21)

W Ai
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Using the data of Table 3. 2 and the deflection limits of Table 4. 1,

the following information is obtained at Ve = 190 kt simulating the model of

Table 3. 1 at sea level. (The control coupling effects have been neglected

here although they can be easily included in a more elaborate analysis, i. e.,

the DLF's produce moments as well as force, etc.).

The trim throttle setting is SRIM = 66. 3 for level flight. The

limits are FY,,qx = 90° and 4,,,, = 34. Therefore using Equation (3. 21),

/37AT = 4800 lb and 8TMIv = - 6600 lb giving -. 13_< 6n, •_.09 g's.

The trim side force surface deflection is Syraim 0. The hinge

moment limit allows 3200 = 26. 2° which is past the stall angle of

the surface. Therefore using the S for SFS stall, at Zraim = .680 AC =

.103 from Equation (3. 22) and -. 22 A< 477 <_ .22 g's.

W TwThe t-:im direct lift flap deflection is = 9°. Table 4.1 indicates

that full surface deflection is available. Therefore using Equation (3. 12) and

considering abruptly moved t- 35. * or -35. * gives - .526• < 7n < 1.44 g's.

The trim aileron deflection is Sar,71M = 0. Table 4. 1 indicates that

the hinge moment limit occurs at S= 17.4%. Using Equation (4. 16) gives

- 75. •p•5 75. deg/sec•.

_-_ The trim elevator deflection can be computed from (4. 18) if a TIFS

c. g. is specified. However, Table 4. 1 indicates /i5g = :k 5. 2 is available

from trim and to avoid a lengthy computation, the reasonable assumption is

made that :L 5. 2° can be obtained without exceeding the elevator travel limits.

Theii using Cm,,n - . 035 from Equation (4. 18), the result -20. 8 5 9 _<

20.8 deg/secZ is obtained.

The trim rudder deflection is approximately zero. Therefore Table

4.1, together with en = - .0019, gives -27. 4_<t 27.4 deg/sec2.
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The capability above could be evaluated for the model of Table 3. 1

if maximum model control travel were specified and the sizes of abrupt

model maneuvers to perform the mission simulated were specified. This

will not be done here since the procedure is straightforward using the model-

following equations (3. 6), (3. 7), (3. 8), (4. 2), (4. 3), and (4.4).

If the model and the TIFS c. g. 's are not coincident, then the equa-

tions for model following are (4. 2), (4. 3), (4.4), and (4. 9). Consider, for

example, that the model and the TIFS c. g. 's are misaligned by i = 50 feet

and = -10 feet. For an abrupt model elevator motion, z = CL e

and AL= CrniA5fgn Equation (4.9) with (4. 14) and (4. 15) give, in the

instant following the model input

f -w -?n,,
7n• . ... . -6 y W _

ý'p

S0 X (4.22)

1W 0 I
where [L. • [LW/ ] I , since all body rates are zero initially. The only

alteration to the situation with the centers of gi avity coincident is the addition

of ix(•-m m) to the drag equation and #(an- to the lift equation.

4.4.2 Steady Rolling Performance

A rapid aileron input with associated rudder and side force surface

inputs as necessary to produce a pure roll rate motion can be analyzed to

predict maximum roll capability. Equations (3. 22), (4. 16), and (4. 17) can be

solved simultaneously for 5 maximum as given by Table 4. 1 and steady roll

rate achieved, i.e., C• 0 and 1= 4 = 0. For TIFS the needed rudder,
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aileron and side forcc surface deflections will be small so that a good approxi-

mation of the final answer will be obtained by writing

.48 v (0017 *.0000fI~aIFX) 5a... (4.23)

where 2250.

,30)
At sea level, Vp$ VeFP= 29.fl giving

-Px 29 'A 01 0.023 2230 (4. 24)
•,,r .48 2 2 0l •

For the model of Table 3. 1 flying at 190 kt, Equation (4. 23) gives

17.9 deg/sec.

4.4.3 Steady Normal Acceleration

Figures 4. 2 to 4. 7 can be used together with the calculated DLF

motion to determine the structural limits on steady maneuvering. The other

limit which should be considered is tae elevator hinge moment ILmit of

Table 4.1.

Examine the lift relationship of Equation (4.9). In simplified form

for symmetrical maneuvers

5m mk,-IW MCD (4.25)

The correction term for c. g. mismatch is negligible for the example and the
W/S-ll, terms can be dropped as in Section III to give C/ = C as

before. (The c.g. mismatch term is not negligible in the drag equation,

however.) Using the gD• and CM equations of Table 3. 1 to eliminate

gives Ck 1 ,= 1.38 + . 126 aM + 1.22 9 1"/ -. The t:elationship 6IV1" = -

" - can now be used to obtain at 190 kt the equation
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= 1.38 + .128 cm This gives z. = .435 + .0404g

which is practically the same line on Figure 3. 2 as obtained before for unaccel-

erated flight.

The direct lift flap deflection as a function of normal acceleration can

now be plotted using 7 = - CI, /C"LM . The resulting curve is shown on

Figure 4.4. That graph shows the position of the limiting curves for Ve =

196 knots, but for present purposes, the result w.ll be approximately correct

for 190 knots. That result is .7<-n < 1.85 g's.

4.4.4 Gust and Structural Mode Simulation

Usually the reproduction of the rigid body response to pilot inputs

does not directly involve the actuator high-frequency response limits because

the inputs and motions are moderately slow. However, the primary considera-

tion in gust and structural mode simulation is actuator bandwidth and rate

limit. The 3tructural modes of the TIFS itself are also very important be-

cause the prediction and control of cockpit motion beyond TIFS structural

resonances is, quite complex and continuous excitation at TIFS structural

frequencies might cause fatigue problems.

Table 9. 2 lists the three lowest-frequency symmetric and anti-

symmetric TIFS structural mode frequencies and estimated damping ratios.

Comparing these frequencies with the approximate actuator bandwidth limits

listed in Table 4. 1, it is evident that above 3 to 4 hertz both the capacity to

produce control motion and the ability to analyze the cockpit motion on a rigid-

body basis deteriorate.

However, the most power in the gust spectrum is concentrated below

S-r e-v hertz, which for altitudes below 10, 000 feet where L/ < 1000 feet,

is 0. 1 to 1. 1 hertz depending on airspeed and altitude. Also, for the very

large airplanes TIFS is designed to simulate, the structural frequencies of

the prominent modes are often in the 1. to 3. hertz range. Certainly if the

interaction of structural flexibility with pilot control action is in question, the
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interest in motion reproduction in a deterministic sense is limited to the low-

frequency range where the pilot has the ability to exercise closed-loop control.

The limits on structural motion reproduction are easily determined

if one assumes sinusoidal oscillations producing a specified peak of cockpit

acceleration. Then the amplitude of flap and side force surface motion re-

quired is given indirectly by

W Z RI, (4.26)

- (4.27)

For example, at Ve = 190 kt, 7r-eM =.458 so that 66 .0458 will

produce . 1 g peak acceleration. From Equations (3. 12) and (3. 22) with

5',+ = 0 deg and SY rj,,f = 0, peak deflections of -7* < S < 70 and 6. <

5 14.° are required. If the oscillation is at 1. hertz, then the peak rates

will be = 44 deg/sec and 0 * 31. deg/sec. (This number is approximate

since 5 will not be sinusoidal.) These numbers are below the surface rate

limits in Table 4. 1. One can easily derive the levels of acceleration in a

given flight condition where the rate limits will occur.

The limits for gust simulation can be determined on a deterministic

basis by an analysis similar to that above. A discrete rapid gust time his-

tory will produce model accelerations which in turn will require direct lift

flap and side force surface deflection to produce TIFS accelerations accord-

int to Equations (4. 26) and (4. 27).

On a probabilistic basis, the likelihood of the DLF's or SFS's

exceeding their rate or position limits can be predicted using an analysis lke

the one used in TIFS Memo No. 130. This analysis is formulated in terms of

gust-alleviating the TIFS a:rplane, but it can be easily interpreted to cover

the gust simulation problem as well,

Following this analysis, the expected number of times per second
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that ý exceeds a given level with positive slope (i. e., • > 0) for a

single Gaussian process is given by Rice's equation

N() N, e (4.28)

where C

OS 2Wa [ o (e) (4.29)

and

0 =(4.30)

The power spectrum of the control rate is given by

W Cs) Ia •a) (4.31)

where L is the gust spectrum and z7 is the transfer function111" 9t) isthetrasferfuntio relating

gust input to control motion. The previous analysis used a simple linear

gust alleviation relation

(57. C La• • (4.32)

and th,- DLF actuator dynamics

_n (4.33)
SI,(S) s + 2•)• n

leading to 5 - z "

1-(S) a)r - -VS2

V9 (S) 5 z 4- 2 o),, 9 4- (4.34)

The gust spectrum assumed was

•ir2 &))) zV2

7 14- z C (4. 35)

6 2
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If gust simulation limits are desired, then an equally simple linear

relation treating the velocity-matched situation is

OL v 1ws e = 0 (4.36)

leading to 673
(WIS)m 1

W;7 = s C' 2 + _ (4,37)

The integrals indicated in (4. 29) and (4. 30) can be evaluated for factorable

forms such as those above using Appendix E of Reference 17.

The results for gust alleviation using (4. 34) have been worked out

in TIFS Memo No. 130 for Ve = 200 kt at 10, 000 feet where / = 1000 feet.

Using 5. 22, 1) 10 rad/sec, • = .7, the integrals (4. 29) and

(4. 30) were evaluated as a, = 1.65 and oo = 1.50 a9 " For a gust

environment with 6 &r = 8 ft/sec the number of times per second the DLF's

would exceed = 60 deg/sec is given by

2N(60) =

= .0126.x 10-3 5ea"

or a system limit encountered every 22. 2 hours. The 40 deg/sec limit

(occurring only at rated load) would be encountered every 76. seconds on the

average.

4.5 ACCELERATION AND ATTITUDE MATCHING WITH

VELOCITY NOT MATCHED

In Section 3. 4 the steady flight special case of general velocity mis..

matched simulation was examined. That discussion is now extended to

include general maneuvering with velocity held constant. The situation treated

previously was to start at one trim condition and move to another rate of

climb or heading keeping speed constant. Now the procedure is to start at

a trim condition and enter a maneuver which is maintained until the DLF's
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and SFS's, which are producing the acceleration while attitude is being

matched, encounter limits. As is illustrated in Figure 4. 9 for the case of

Wt

• - --

Pullup Level Turn

Figure 4. 9 Speed Mismatched Manuevers

a slower flying simulator, for a pullup the simulator angle of attack be-

comes negative and for a right turn the simulator sideslips to the right to

maintain an attitude match. If the maneuver is continued, the flaps or side

force surfaces or both will move to their stops. The flap and side force

surface capabilities are reflected in ý and Z limits. These limits are

derived in what follows.

4.5.1 General Analysis

Equations (3. 39) and (3. 40), the starting point for this analysis, can

be rewritten in terms of total 2r ar d I by assuming a level flight condition

initially and a flight path heading which is along the heading reference axis.

Then

V- V, V1 t M (4.38)
and

7V' 8Ve YM (4.39)
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These equations can be expanded using (3. 33) and (3. 34) to express Z., and

lm in terms of (i, - z ) and (- ,8 ) using small angle assumptions. The

TIFS capability can then be estimated since & and /6 ranges are related to

control effectiveness.

Start by assuming o and 6 are small. Then

s;,7 a = siO 0 -18;in 0 es e - a Co5s Cos e

sin X = (cos 49on '' si n 0.. $in 9 5;/7 0 #' ÷ews COws 0
and Cos (r

Wsi 6/ ~e-05 0Sin 0-W W5 Osn0

Without further small angle assumptions on 0 and 0" , the expression for

sin ;' can be simplified as follows:

sin, 7 =i e -s-,3sn 0 "eofO)as e

= sin(e-,6s;170-tCos&) for (16shno.-;0Mcos ) small".

and thus o •=O-#sn 0 -c&Co• 0 (4.40)

With the further assumptions that 1 and Y are sxiall (the assumption that

• is small is needed anyhow for (4. 38) to be valid), the expression for

sin Z can be simplified as follows:

= s;n 0 +(,•(,,6 0-., - si) Oes

a S;n,(6"-s -,. s;,,) ror- (&,a-s t sin,) small

and thus A e.0 + s -o sian (4.41)

Note that it has not been necessary to assume 0 or 0 to be small in

deriving (4.40) and (4.41) so that these expressions are useful in computing

results for reasonably level turns at large bank angles through large heading

changes.

If joej-4 a and13/14 a. , then jjj5in4& X6050514
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Using (4.40) and (4.41) in (4. 38) and (4. 39) and imposing the requirement

that = , and 1 = V4, results in

2 (- V + (, -,)s;n (4.42)

and -- --- ,((,,/-)coL (4. 43)

(Note that these are extensions of (3.41) and (3.42)

To translate (4. 42) and (4. 43) into 51. and g requirements, the

right hand sides of (3. 4) and (3. 5) are needed. It is also necessary to note

thatp, -m is implied by O - 0 m in this simulation within the small angle

assumptions on z , , e , and X . This is demonstrated by equating

(3. 31) and (3. 32) to obtain

sin/,. cos X = Co5 4X s;nl sin56l n +c9ski;n 0cos- s,7 x si'n,3esocos 0

or 517/'l ini

and thus /Z z 0 (4.44)

Therefore (3.4) and 03.5) can be combined to give

TiW (4.45)
w w77

and

- T*WM q7 n 
5 7n 04m (4.46)

w wM

4.5.2 Plane of Symmetry Maneuvers

For pullups and pushovers, Z. = , = 0 and = = 0. Therefore

(4. 43) is not applicable and (4. 42) reduces to

0 (4.47)
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and neglecting thrust effects, Equation (4. 46) gives

C- = (4.48)

Consider the example of Section 3.4 and Section 4.4. 3. The model
is described by C,, • 190 + • 126 x + 1.22 %'V,. For Ve-.,0k

at sea level, the relation

OL - V W M (4 . 4 9 )

6A rR,,fI•W g 5-7 3

can be used to obtain

Ch = 167 I2e arn (4.50)

Using (4.48) results in 01, = 1.26 CiM .236 + .161

As in Section 3.4, the trim attitudes are matched when 5. = 4 deg

and'i = Om = 1.4 deg. Suppose a 1. 1 g pullup is executed. Then 1/, 1. 1

(. 366) = .402 and e = 1.7 deg. The TIFS angle of attack will start to move

up to 1. 7 degrees but as 7' starts to beconme positive, it will decrease to

maintain 0 = e7, . The TIFS c0, will move. to .507 and as z decreases, S$

will move more trailing edge down to maintain C4 = . 507. Figure 4.4

indicates that the s~tructural limit will not be encountered and therefore stwlr

35 deg. Figure 3. 2 indicates that at CL, = .507 and F = 35. deg, XZ =

-1. 2 deg. (The TIFS OLb. is neglected here.) Therefore,

1 !- -I, = Z 9 S eg

This provides about 10 seconds of sustained maneuver.

4.5.3 Level Turns

For level turns, 2,v 0 and therefore (4. 42) gives
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S= 0 (4.51)

Combining this with (4.43) gives

Z~ 1 c; s4.52)

f--I
For a coordinated level turn (i.e., 7ww = 0), nz, = -- ao -

Therefore,

() (4.53)

Applying Equation (4.45) for the coordinated turn gives

7y ÷ *4 5e or T -

W 46 573

From Figure 3. 3, * = * 8. 2 neglecting the small yaw rate effect on rudder

position to trim. Therefore Equation (4. 53) gives

k' -~ . )(- =- 8.)2 ,,,

=90 for a 1.1 g turn

This is the limit which is dictated by side force surface stall. How-

ever, the direct lift flap limit must be checked also. The analysis in 4. 5. 2

applies providing the minor effect of the different pitch rate in a turn is

ignored. The result is that ( W - m )Max = 2. 9 deg.

From Equation (4.51)

: 2.9 (9.2)

= 6.4 degrees.

Therefore -X = 6.4 (1. 1) = 7.0 deg due to direct lift flap

deflectiorN limit. This provides about 5 seconds in the turn.
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SECTION V

MODEL-FOLLOWING CAPABILITY

This section documents the numerical values of the model-following

system gains that were used for the Phase I and Phase II in-flight research

programs recently performed using the TIFS aircraft (References 8 and 9)

The control laws actually used for these research programs will be pre-

sented and compared with those presented in the final technical report (Refer-

ence 4) for the design and development phase. In addition, examples of

inodel following will be presented which indicate the model following achieved

by the TIFS aircraft as of Sfptember 1971.

5.1 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL LAW

The feedforward lateral-directional control law is achieved by solu-

tion of the three-.degree-of-freedom linearized laterai-directional equatione

of motion. Once the equations of motion are solved simultaneously (see

Section I1, Equation (2. 34) ) coefficients which multiply a particular state

variable of the aircraft art "lumped" together to form the terms 8,. /model

state variable. Either the model state variables (e. '., d ), their deriva-

tives (e. g., , ) or combinations of these terms (e. g., Av7, ) may be used.

The total control law actually consists of three components:

a) feedforwards of model states, etc.,

b) feedbacks of error signals based on comparison of the

model and plant states, and

c) gust alleviation signals.
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04- 0 0 0 0

_ _ •r( Vr (,t 0 f,,,
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~ ~(Sr)( ~ ___ e,.rc

MQ" L _i (ýI-rj--

where the notation is that used in Reference 4, e. g., 1 = -Pr - 70 The

lateral-directional feedforward and gust compensator gains used in Refer-

ences ýI and 9 are identical with those published in Reference 4 for the

landing approach island and are presented in Table 5. 1.

As more is learned about the performance of the system under

.fferent conditions the feedbacks and feedforwards are changed. The feed-

back gains presently used in lateral-directional model following are presented

in Table 5. 2 and compared to the lateral-directional feedback gains presented

in Reference 4. The primary changes are an increase in the feedback gains

to the aileron and the elimination of the heading error feedback to the rudder.

These changes were made to obtain quicker and smoother roll following

performance and improve both 0 and & following by removing the possible

ambiguity of requiring the rudder to control both quantities. Examples of

lateral-directional model following achieved during the research programs

discussed in References 8 and 9 are presented in Section 5.3.
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4 TABLE 5.1

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL FEEDFORWARD AND GUST COMPENSATOR GAINS

Gain Landing Approach Island Up-and-Away Island

(SIZM) -.535 -. 298

{jmm -1. 27 -.8128

(5dej -. 6478 -. 9676

(grlp). -. 1473 -. 0175

(1./o0m) -. Z487 -,?367

(,.l,) -. 896 -. 476

(~../m)1.835 1.465

2.110 1.646

(~r4m&)1.438 1.433
S('•/i•,) .6528 .3264

Z.••18 2.085

104. 51.7

' -(a,/ ) -. 6478 -. 9677

1.439 1.438

2.218 2.086

TABLE 5. 2

MODEL-FOLLOWING GAINS (LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL)

Gain Present Gains (Ref. 8 and 9) Previous Gains /Ref. 4)

S(•5/e) -3.52 -1.6
-3.52 -3.0

-2.0 -2.0

0.0 -286,. 9
1.69 1.695

""(r/e.) 2.21 2.224

(Syle,•) o10.0 10.0

10.0 10.0
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5.2 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL LAW

The feedforward portion of the longitudinal control law presently

mechanized on the TIFS aircraft has been modified from the lumped param-

eter technique presented in Reference 4 and previously discussed for the

lateral-directional control law. In place of the "lumped" parameter mech-

anization, the three-degree-of-freedom linearized longitudinal equations of
motion were mechanized. This technique allows direct control of individual

stability and control derivatives as discussed in Section 2. 5. It was found

to be advantageous during the preliminary flight evaluations of model follow-

ing for the recently completed research programs to be able to quickly

evaluate the effects of individual TIrS stability and control derivatives in an

attempt to improve longitudinal model following. The equations for the

computation of longitudinal feedforward command signals were programmed

as follows

where Dj,,9 .epresents (serodyna in dag.) DeVntin o4 Vh,,na~eds

M4 VV~ M

Z a (5.2)

ZSAx 4-j) c VAV, (5,ý 3)~~~ Aamcm CG T rc4

M4A M8= (5.4)

where %~ represents aerodynamic drag. Definitions of the linearized Sta-

bility and control derivy ives are presented in Reference 1. Although the

longitudinal feedforward gains were mechanized in an equations-of-motion

format, simultaneous solution of these equations will also yield "lumped"

parameter feedforwai , sins. Thus the longitudinal control law can still be

represented by this format and it is presented below.
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Table 5. 3 presents the feedforward gains that were used for the

Phase I and Phase II research progranms and compares them with the values

presented for the landing approach island. The differences for the Phase I

and Phase II values are related to the initial TIFS trim conditions and the

fact that the Phase I gains were selected for a simulation velocity envelope

from 160 to 120 knots, while the Phase II values were selected for a
simulation velocity envelope from 00 to 160 knots. In addition, during the

preliminary evaluations of model following for the Phase II program, it was

determined that increasing the <5, signal would compensate for the influ-
ence of the throttle servo characteristics on signal gain.
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TABLE 5.3

LONGITUDINAL FEEDFORWARD AND GUST COMPENSATOR GAINS

Gain Phase I Phase II Landing Approach Island
(Ref. 8) (Ref. 9) (Ref. 4)

(6e/4,) -. 44 -. 313" -. 346

(geIM) -.203 -. 172 0.0

86, vWj +.02 +.02 0.0
(se/•A?" 4) -. 130 -. 110 0.0

(Se/A•,m.C 4) -.010 +.206 0.0

(se/, ) +2.061 +4.027 0.0

0 0 .296

(5 ( ,,) 6.283 12.566 8.311

l(ISMv) -. 019 -. 039 0.0
(81lA.mrco) -2. 364 -4.257 0.0

(Is/in Z) 202.309 404.618 0.0

(-3/, ,7-) .s2.583 -67.0 0.0

K/AvrorCJ -. 804 -. 317 0.0

(S1t, lMre) 0.0 0.0 -8.753
(50 1/AW"r 4 ) -10.604 -6.992 -7.844

(9/, -91.584 -61.7216 0.0

(S'51,,) 0.0 0.0 9.175
0.0 0.0 2.037

-7.26 -7.26 -7.979

Table 5.4 compares the feedback gains used in the longitudinal model

system for the recent research programs with those presented in Refer-

ence 4.
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TABLE 5.4

MODEL-FOLLOWING GAINS (LONGITUDINAL)

Gain Present Gains Previous Gains
(Ref. 8 and 9) (Ref. 4)

-1.0 -1.0

(5c -5.538 13.75

(S/eI!) -4.875 0.0
(81,le2) 2.45 5.0

(4,/64,J 4.992 9.0

(0.0e ) 0.0 4.0

(8Ie) 0.0 -1.0

(S, le• -1.0 0.0

0.0 -5.0

A comparison of the longitudinal feedforward gains between those

that would result from the equations-of-motion mechanization and the pre-

vious gains reported in Reference 4 indicates that the significant changes

to the direct lift flap command signal were i.he replacement of the ; and

feedforwards by a normal acceleration command and the inclusion of a

velocity feedforward. It was determined during pre-evaluation flights that
without the velocity feedforward, improper flap motion would occur as the

aircraft was stabilized at different flight speeds at -he same altitude. Thus

the relationshIp between trim velocity and trim angle of attack for the model

could not be satisfied unless a velocity feedforward were introduced. In

addition, it was noted that incorrect flap position could occur with change in

altitude. This was analyzed and it was determined that the introduction of
a 6p or 4h feedforward would correct this situation. In essence, when

the equations of motion were linearized, dynamic pressure was expanded

only in terms of AV, thus
1

890 +qq4P vA AVL AV (5.6)
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However, as the height changes, density changes occur, thus a more com-

plete expansion would have the form

q~s Z 0 p A)(~ ) (5.7)

+ higher order terms

where AP can be related to Ah by the definitio-., of the appropriate atmos-

pheric relationship (e.g., p = e' + */i, +/hZP). This effect was not in-

cluded in the feedforwards since it was ietermined that the model following

would not be significantly affected for the relatively small altitude variations

to be used in the planned evaluation program. The system was re-engaged

prior to the landing approach evaluations if the configuration familiarization

and airwork portions of the in-flight program were performed at altitudes

significantly different from the ILS approach intercept altitude used in the

program. Sirnilarly, velocity feedforw,...-ds were also introduced into the

command signals to the elevator and t •tle servos. Essentially the mod-

ifications to the feedforward signalo result from use of a more complete

form of the linearized equations of motion with less simplifying assumptions

than those previously reported in Reference 4.

5.3 IN-FLIGHT MODEL FOLLOWING

The follow-Ing figures are representative of the model following

achieved by the TIFS airplane during the research programs reported in

References 8 and 9. Both longitudinal and lateral-directional responses

are given. The model used is described in detail in the previously cited

references; it basically consisted of a nonlinear kinematic representation

of the equations of mntion with small angle assumptions intioduced on angle

of attack and sideslip. Lateral-directional aerodynamics were based upon

linearized derivatives, while the longitudinal derivatives included

nonlinearities.
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The responses shown on Figures 5aI through 5-7 were obtained at

the following flight condition:

Vind = 135 knots

p = 10, 000 feet

r, =30" * = 17*

=0

The following inputs are illustrated on the figures:

Figure No. Input Source

5-1 Elevator step Automatic

5-2 Elevator doublet Evaluation pilot

5-3 Throttle step Automatic

5-4 Aileron step Automatic

5-5 Rudder doublet Evaluation pilot

5-6 Rudder doublet Evaluation pilot

5-7 Maneuvering flight Evaluation pilot

In general, the mode! following illustrated on these figures is quite

good. Similar examples of model following achieved on actual evaluation

landing approaches in varying ievels of turbulence are presented in Refer-

ences 8 and 9. Some errors in model following appear upon close examina-

tion of thn tinme histories presented. Examination of the V time history on

Figures 5-2, 5-3, and 5-5 indicates some distortion in the model following

for these specific inputs. Eyzmination of the static pressure signal for

these records indicates that it is affected by sudden changes in thrust from

the TIFS propellers and by yaw rate changes. Thus, it appears possible

that model following in V could be improved for these specific inputs if the

location of the static sources were improved. This effect is also shown on

the zi,7 ?' following achieved on Figures 5-3 ard 5-5. In addition, the angle

of attack following for a rudder doublet indicates that the Xv•#q signal is

possibly d',storted by local flow field changer, resulting from yawing motion

of the aircraft. However, it should be noted that the following achieved to

gross maneuvering of the aircraft (i.e., Figure 5-6) does not indicate that
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these effects are significant when all degrees of freedom of the aircraft are

significantly excited, and thus the distortions indicated do not appear to

limit the TIFS capability in model following. However, improvement in

these signals ib desirable. In addition, the V time history indicates a time

lag on the order of one second to a throttle step command. This is related

to the overall TIFS thrust response to throttle commands and indicates that

compensation may be necessary for V following to high-frequency throttle

commands. At present, any suggested system modifications re tentative

based on limited in-flight evidence. It is anticipated that thv 'e effects will

be examined in more detail during the pre-evaluation and checkout flying

prior to the next TIFS research programs.

In terms o& the cockpit environment, all records indicate a satis-

factory level of model following on Z\ and A 27 .

Figdires 5-5 and 5-6 are evaluation pilot rudder doublets for the same

aircraft model on subsequent flights. Figure 5-5 indicates an amplification

in the roll rate of the plant with respect to the mouel which is not as apparent

upon examination of the roll rate following shown on Figure 5-6. The aileron

step input command, Figure 5-4, indicates satisfac..ry roll rate following.

Since the roll rate following has, in general, been satisfactory, the results

in Figure 5-5 are unexplained at this point.

Figure 5-7 shows the model-following during general maneuvering.

In summary, the model-following performance presently available

on the TIFS airplane is quite good. However, it appears that this perfor-

mance might be enhanced by improvement in the location of the static pres-

sure source signal required in the air data computations, compensation for

the TIFS thrust dynamics and additional flow field corrections to the angle

of attack vane sensor signal. These conclusions are tentative based on

rather limited flight test data.
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SECTION VI

TURBULENCE ALLEVIATION AND SIMULATION

The purpose of this section is to discuss the turbulence alleviation and

simulation system of the TIFS vehicle. Included is a discussion of the basic

theory behind the technique used, t detailed development of the reruired gains,

and a description of the functional operation of the system. Flight test

results are also included to indicate the effectiveness of the system and point

out problem areas. The capabilities and limitations of the TIFS turbulence

alleviation and simulation system are not yet fully defined since there has

been no system development f,'.lowing the flight tests. Also there have been

only a few such tests. Therefore, the results reported here should be regarded

as representative only of the unoptimized system.

A turbulence alleviation and simulation system is necessary to insure

that the TIFS airplane responds appropriately to either existing atmospheric

or artificially generated turbulence. Prope- model following in the presence

of atmospheric turbulence requires measurement of the turbulence field,

alleviation of the TIFS Y'esponses to it and insertion of the measured turbu-

lence into the model computer. The model following of "canned" turbulence

differs only in that it is inserted into the model rather than the measured

turbulence,

6. 1 THE BASIC THEORY AND PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS

The block diagram given in Figure 6. 1 shows the system that is used

for gust measurement, alleviation and simulation. Included in this system

are three sets of gains: the feedforward gains, W,, and k'MD , the feedback

gains, k: , and the gust compensation gain, /v . As discussed in

Reference 4, the feedforward gains are required for good model following.

The function of the feedback gains is to reduce the sensitivity of the model-

following system to parameter variations. In addition, the feedback gains

were chosen to produce a fast, smooth regulator response with as %kide a

bandwidth as practical. Since a tight regulator redi.ces the perturbations of
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the TIFS vehicle in turbulence, the presence of the feedback itself produces

some gust alleviation when the feedback quantities are inertial rather than air

data quantities.

TUTURBULENCE

ci •. MEASUR:EMENT

CANNED
TURBULEN'CE GUST

COMPENSATION
*e'V, TURBULENCE

MODEL g• ,"1 IFS--M
FEEDFORWARD

FOR MODEL FOLLOWING Kp

FEEDBACK FOR
SENSITIVITY MINIMIZATION

Figure 6. 1 Block Diagram of TIFS Control System

Including Turbulence

In addition, the gust compensator gains have the effect of reducing the

vehicle perturbations even more. This compensation is designed as follows.

The TIFS equations of motion are assumed to be of the form

'Xpo =P~ F t+0a -J (6.1)

The gust compensation is obtained by requiring that the excitation to the TIFS

equations of motion be zero:

P'tt +v-P -O (6.2)

Solving this equation for a. leads to

P P (6.3)

The control deflections given by this equation are those required to counteract

the forces and moments imparted to the TIFS vehicle by gusts.
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Several assumptions have been made in the derivation of this equation

which place limitations on its validity. They are:

1. The linear, small perturbation equations of motion are

assumed to be valid.

2. Independent control of all six degrees of freedom is necessary

to provide exact gust alleviation.

3. Accurate knowledge of the TIFS vehicle control and turbulence

effectiveness derivatives is necessary.

Furthermore, the solution given by Equation (6. 3) is only a first

approximation to the exact gust alleviation solution since the effects of finite

actuator bandwidths have been neglected. In practice, the frequency response

of the servos limits the spectrum which can be alleviated, and the rates at

which the controllers can move is limited. The aircraft responses to gusts

at frequencies lower than the servos bandwidth are alleviated while those at

higher frequencies are not. With regard to turbulence simulation, the low

frequency gust responses of the model can be matched. It may then be possible

to match the higher frequency responses by modifying the input gust spectrum

so that the resultant TIFS power spectrum has the desired characteristics.

In this manner, it may be possible to simulate the effect of the gust excitation

on some structural modes of the model.

Functionally, the gust alleviation and simulation system operates in

the following manner. Vanes have been mounted on the TIFS vehicle which

measure the sum of the gust and inertial angle of attack and sideslip angle.

These signals are compensated for position error and angular rates. In

addition, the inertial angle of attack and sideslip angle are computed using

equations given in Reference 4. These inertial signals are then subtracted

from the compensated vane signals to determine the gust excitations. The

gust signals are then fed to the gust compensation gains. If it is desired to

model-follow on the measured turbulence, these same signals are fed to

the model computer; if it is desired to model-follow on canned turbulence,

those signals are fed to the model computer. (See Figure 6. 1)
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6. z DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUST ALLEVIATION GAINS

In this section, specific equations for the TIFS gust alleviation gains

are given and numerical values for the gains presented. Consider first the

longitudinal gust alleviation system. In this case the gust alleviation gains

may be obtained by solving the following equations for the control deflections.

+Mj Z.~, Mj + Mj-9-DS + . jc

[oj

Similarly, the lateral-directional gust alleviation gains may be obtained by

solving the following equations for the lateral-directional control deflections.

_0 1
The general solution to these equations is given by Equation (6. 3).

As indicated in Section V the TIFS gust alleviation gains were com-

puted for a nominal flight condition in the landing approach island which was

h = 5, 000 ft, Ve = Z73 fps and #t 4. l6°. The stabili~ty and control deriv-

atives used were the best estimates obtainable from wind tunnel data and

engineering computation. Subsequ~ently, it was found theat some of the gust
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alleviation gains could be removed with little effect on the resulting gust

alleviation of the system. Digital simulation was used to verify these sim-

plifications. The original gains are shown in Tables 5. 1 and 5. 3.

6.3 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OF GUST ALLEVIATION

This section contains some flight test results of the TIFS gust

alleviation syst.xn. A consideration of some of the problems which arose

from these tests is also presented. As a general comment it can be stated that

significant improvement in system performance can be anticipated when

updated knowledge of the TIFS aerodynamics can be used in configuring

the gust alleviation system.

Consider, first of all, Figures 6. 2 and 6. 3 which present results

from a flight in which the longitudinal gust alleviation system was checked

out. Figure 6. 2 compares power spectra of the wq input signal in eaci.

instance. As is evident, the a, input is nearly identical and therefore the

power spectra of Ln k° can be directly compared. The gust response of this

variable has been noticeably alleviated up to a frequency of about 2 Hz.

Figures 6. 4 through 6. 6 present similar results for the lateral-

directional gust alleviation system and provide a comparison between the

open-loop gust responses of the TIFS and TIFS recponses with the gust

alleviation system engaged. Figure 6.4 shows that the ,• input spectrum

in both cases is nearly identical while Figure 6. 5 shows that some alleviaticn

of the /6, gust response is achieved for frequencies up to . 5 Hz. The two

nYP power spectral densities are shown in Figure 6.6. These results

i-dicate that gust alleviation does not take place but that the gust response

spectrum is actually increased with the gust alleviation system engaged.

This occurs up to 2 Hz, after which the two spectra are nearly identical.

A possible reason for this discrepancy may le due to the fact that the side

force surfaces were operated closed loop during this test. To date, the best

model following has been obtained when the side force surfaces were operated
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open loop and the rudder and ailerons were operated closed loop. With the

side force surface loops closed, the model following in v,, is poor. For

example, for a rudder doublet model input, the n response has a lightly

damped sinusoidal response after the completion of the doublet input which

is not present in n . It may be that the source of this error is present

when the gust alleviation system is engaged, thus resulting in the poor gust

alleviation.

During the initial portion of these flight tests with the gust allevia-

tion system engaged, the variable stability system would dump a short while

after engagement. This was found to be due to the excessive direct lift flap

rates commanded by the gust signal. This condition was rectified by filter-

ing the gust signal before inputting it into the gust allevwation gains. A first-

order filter with a corner frequency of 6.4 Hz was tried with success. This

did not inhibit the system in any way since any alleviation which took place

did so at frequencies much lower than this. In addition, the servos did not

have the bandwidth to alleviate frequencies at the corner frequency of the

filter.

6.4 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OF TURBULENCE SIMULATION

In addition to gust alleviation, gust simulation has also been

demonstrated in flight. Figures 6. 7 through 6. 9 contain the results oi a

longitudinal gust simulation flight in which the measured turbulence was fed

into the model. The e. power spectrum is shown in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8

shows the spectra of "Mrc and Ao•r , respectively. Fairly good agree-

ment between the two exists. The power spectra of 7, of the TIFS and

model are shown in Figure 6.9. The spectra are alike up to 2 Hz, after

which the An., spectra has a resonance. The power spectrum of t8?,

does not have this resonance. This discrepancy is due to the fact that no

alleviation of the Av kP spectrum occurs in the frequency range of this

resonance as evidenced by Figure 6.3.
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Similar results are shown for the lateral-directional system in

Figures 6. 10 through 6. 12. The 4 spectrum is shown in Figure 6. 10.

The spectra of &6 andTrC are shown in Figure 6.11. The spectra

exhibit fairly good agreement. The spectra of 7 and n shown in Figure

6. 12 again show a vast discrepancy. This should not be unexpected since

the two spectra differed drastically in the case of gust alleviation.

The power spectra for •q , and I , as defined in

MIL-F-8785B(ASG) (Reference 18 ), were also mechanized and flight tested.

Reference 19 contains a development of this mechanization. During flight

test it was determined that the variable stability system dumped due to the

excessive control surface rates commanded by the gust. First-order filters

with corner frequencies of 1.6 Hz were added to the system to overcome this

fault. Power spectral results for this test have not been obtained.
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SECTION VII

FEEL SYSTEM CAPABILITY

As indicated in the Introduction, not only can the TIFS duplicate in

the evaluation cockpit the motions and e:nvironment of the simulated air-

craft, but also the feel and response to the pilot's controls can be adjusted

to reproduce over a broad range the exact characteriotics desired. The

TIFS evaluation cockpit is presently equipped with conventional controls,

a wheel, column, and set of rudder pedals for each pilot and a throttle

pedestal located between them. Although not currently provided, such items

as a stick or side controller, landing gear and flap levers, pitch trim con-

trols and indicators, as well as controls for yaw and roll trim can be added.

The TIFS feel system provides the desired force vs. position characteristics

at the controls in the cockpit by measuring the force applied to the control

anJ commanding its position through its hydraulic actuator. The command

signal to the actuator is shaped by the computer so that the feel system can

provide the following characteristics at the elevator, aileron, or rudder

co)ntrols of the evaluation pilot:

1. Linear adjustable force vs. position gradient.

Z. Adjustable breakout force.

3. Adjustable hysteresis.

4. Adjustable split hysteresis. (Combination of breakout

force and hysteresis.)

5. Adjustable deadband.

6. Adjustable natural frequency and damping ratios.

7, Possible inclusion of bobweight effects such as those

due to normal acceleration and pitching acceleration.

8. Variation of the force gradient as a nonlinear function

oi some arbitrary variable.
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The command signal to the model computer can be derived from

either control force or position. In fact, except for the compliance of the

physical parts, zero- displacement-for- command operation would be directly

available, tantamount to an infinite force gradient. In addition, a firs9t-order

lag with a rate limit can be provided to simulate a boosted control system.

The available range of these different characteristics is shown below in

Table 7.1 and graphically in Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7 .3. The gearing ratios

identified in the table do not necessarily reflect the maximum available with

the TIFS system. They are, however, the values which we consider to be

the maximum usable for an operational aircraft.

TABLE 7.1

FEEL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Elevator Aileron Rudder

Force Gradient 1 to 500 lb/in. 0. 1 to 10 lb/deg 4 to 4000 lb/in.

Breakout Force 0 to * 10 lb 0 to ± 10 lb 0 to 20 lb

Hysteresis 0 to * 10 lb 9 to h 10 ib 0 to 20 lb

Split Hysteresis 0 to*20 lb 0 to*Z0 lb 0to 40 lb

Deadband 0 to :h 1 in. 0 to 10 deg 0 to 0.5 in.

Ne.tuj-i.l Frequ~ency 0 to 50 rad/sec 0 to 50 rad/sec 0 to 50 rad/sec

Damping Ratio 0 to 2. 0 0 to 2.0 0 to Z.0

Maximum Force 100 lb 100 11) 200 lb

Maximum
Displacement 5. 0 in. * 95 deg * 3. 5 in.

Maximum
Gearing:

Surf. Displ.
Cont. Force 0.5 deg/Ib 1 deg/lb 0.2 deg/Ib

Surf. Displ. 10 deg/in. 1 deg/deg 20 deg/in.
'cont. D1spl.
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In addition to providing these feel characteristics, the feel system

position is related to the force command by a second-order transfer function

with known, independently variable natural frequency and damping the ranges

of which are noted in Table 7 . 1. Hence a precise means is provided for con-

trolling the dynamic feel characteristics as well as the static relationships.

A further capability is avaijable. It is possible to simulate the various

trim systems of different aircraft. The trim system provides the following

rate and proportional trim capabilities:

1. Trim to the feel system position loop.

2. Trim to the feel system force loop.

3. Trim to the aircraft sarface servo.

By injecting the trim into the force or position channel, it is possible

to trim the feel system which in turn trims the surface. It is also possible

to inject the trim signal directly into the surface to simulate a movable sta-

bilizer trim.

The maximum trim rate for each axis of the feel syctem is tabulated

in Table 7. 2.

TABLE 7. 2

MAXIMUM TRIM RATES FOR TIFS FEEL SYSTEM

Mode Elevator Aileron Rudder

Position 1 in. /sec 10 deg/sec 0. 5 in. /sec

Force 10 lb/sec 4 lb/sec 8 lb/sec

Surface 2 deg/sec 2 deg/sec 1 deg/sec

The rate trim currently available in the system could be switched to

a proportional trim. Maximum proportional trim capabilities are listed in

Table 7.3.
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TABLE 7.3

MAXIMUM PROPORTIONAL TRIM

Mode Elevator Aileron Rudder

Position * 5 in. i 50 deg * 2. 5 in.

Force + 50 1b Z0 lb * 40 lb

Surface + 10 deg ± 10 deg * 5 deg

I,12

I.
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SECTION VIII

AUXILIARY SYSTEM FEATURES

Three features of the TIFS system operation in which a significant

and unique capability is demonstrated have not yet been discussed. They

concern safety, the physical environment of the evaluation cockpit, and the

data gathering and processing system. As in the other sections of this re-

port, these areas are outlined in terms of the capabilities provided rather

than the method of their achievement since the design report and other pro-

gram documentation cover those aspects thoroughly.

The primary safety feature built into TIFS is provided by the con-

tinuous monitoring of the aircraft flight control surfaces by the safety or

command pilots. Since their controls are mechanically connected to the nor-

mal airplane control surfaces and engines in a conventional manner and their

indicators show the positions of the direct lift flaps and side force surfaces,

the safety pilots follow all the activities commanded of the TIFS. At any

instant, they can take over control of the vehicle. In addition, the TIFS

variable stability system has built into it a safety trip system that will dis-

engage the variable stability system and return control of the aircraft to the

safety pilots if the action commanded of a control surface would exceed the

structural or other preselected limitation of the basic airframe. With re-

gard to TIFS capabilities, it should be noted that the safety trip system can

easily be connected to monitor in flight any of the several hundred signals

available on the VSS computer patch panel that identify such quantities as

servo amplifier signal outputs, surface positions, hinge moments, accel-

erations, and computed structural loads. Any value of one or preselected

combination of these parameters can be used to trip the system. Since the

safety trip system is responsive to surface commands, it also protects

equally well against variable stability system malfunction. Further, it is

fail-safe in that if electrical power is removed, the system automatically

disengages. Disengagement of the variable stability system is accomplished

either automatically or intentionally, by action of the safety trip system, by

the safety pilots deliberately overpowering the airplane controls, or by any

of the four pilots or the test engineers pushing the dump button. The safety
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pilots monitor surface hinge moment and manually retrim if necessary as

the simulation proceeds to keep hinge moments low and thus keep disengage-

ment transients to a minimum.

The standard egress provisions in the C-131B cockpit and fuselage

are retained in the TIFS. The front or simulation cockpit is connected to

the cabin area by a tunnel. In the event that the tunnel is not usable in an

emergency, there are two other exits available. An in-flight bailout door in

the center of the bulkhead directly behind the evaluation pilots' seats can be

removed to give access to the nose wheel well area in which handholds have

been positioned to facilitate bailout. In addition, a ground emergency exit

is located at the right hand side of the adapter section at the front end of the

tunnel from the C-131 cabin. A parachute chest pack is s:.owed on the back

of each of the evaluations pilots' seats for use in an emergency and a canopy

breaker axe is located inside the left side of the adapter section.

The present general purpose evaluation cockpit of the TIFS was

patterned after modern cockpits with side-by-side seating arrangement. It

consists of a basic cockpit unit, a canopy, and an adpter section. The basic

cockpit unit which constitutes the lower and major portion of the simulation

cockpit contains the pilots' flight controls with artificial feel servos, seats,

instrument panels, center console, flight director computer, and other

ancillary equipment. The floor structure under the pilot and co-pilot seats

is designed for crash landing loads as specified in paragraph 4b. 260 of

Civil Air Regulations, Part IVb. The general purpose canopy is not a

reproduction of any existing canopy but rather a large transparent assembly

inside which opaque masks can be installed as required to represent specific

windshield arrangements. The four transparent acrylic plastic window

units are mounted in a fiberglass reinforced framework on the sill of the

basic cockpit and the upper portion of the front of the adapter section. It is

the adapter section which attaches to the front face of the bulkhead at station

6.5, mounting the evaluation cockpit to the modified C-131 fuselage. A
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change in the orientation of the position of the evaluation pilots with respect

to the C-131H fuselage could readily be accomplished by changing the design

of this adapter section.

The simulat~ion cockpit is configured in a conventional manner.

Figure 8. 1 showF. an evaluation pilot at the controls as well as the present

instrument arrangement and an indication of the field of view available. As

noted earlier, the flight controls are the normal wheel, column, and rudder

pedals and a center-aisle throttle console on which currently are mounted

four throttle levers and a rudder trim switch. The console also carries the

push buttons for sequentially engaging the variable stability system, and,

although not presently installed, provision for the addition of landing gear,

speed brake, and flap levers as well as pitch and roll trim controls. Again,

although the specific devices, per se, have not been designed, the modular

design of the feel system components lends itself to the substitution of a

stick or side controller in place of the present units. As can be seen in the

picture, the flight panel in front of the pilot (which is repeated in front of the

co-pilot) contains operating flight instruments. These instruments can be

connected through the MF-RF patch panel to present data either from the

TIFS sensors directly or that from the computed model being evaluated, The

instrument panel is divided into sections to facilitate changes in the displays.

The present installation, shown in more detail in Figure 8.2, consists of the

basic components of the USAF PIFAX display. The following list enumerates

the instruments in front of the pilot from left to right starting with the top row

and working down:

Airspeed Indicator - This conventional-looking meter reads

indicated airspeed.

Attitude Director Indicator - This instrument presents angle of

pitch, angle of roll, turn rate, horizontal and vertical steering

needles, glide slope/flight path/displacement pointer and

warning flags. It is driven by a conventional flight director

computer and a three-axis attitude gyro.
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Figure 8. 1 TIFS Simulation Cockpit

Figure 8. 2 Captain's Instrument Panel in Evaluation Cockpit
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Vertical Velocity Indicator - This sandwich type indicator presents

vertical velocity as well as altitude for the simulated aircraft

from the actual ground surface as measured by the radar

altimeter.

Altimeter - The right hand instrument in the top row is the

altimeter which has a presentation similar to a standard Air

Force indicator.

Machmeter/True Airspeed - A machmeter and true airspeed

indicator is located in the second rcw at the left hand side of

the display. For simulating low speed maneuvers, such as

"landing approaches, the machmeter portion of this instrument

has been altered to provide a digital readout of indicated airspeed.

Sideslip Meter - Although not shown in the picture, a meter to read

the sideslip an~gle has been added in the middle column of instru-

ments between the ADI and the HSI. This additional information

was felt desirable for certain simulations.

Clock - A standard aircraft clock with elapsed time measuring

capability is located at the right hand side of the middle row

of instruments.

RMI - The radio magnetic indicator is located at the extreme

left in the bottom row.

Horizontal Situation Indicator - This instrument in the center of

the bottom row is used to display magnetic heading, omni,

DME or TACAN, localizer, and a manual set command heading.

It is a standard USAF instriment.
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Accelerometer - At the right hand end of the bottom row is

located an accelerometer which reads vertical accelerations

at the evaluation pilots' station from minus 2 g to plus 4 g.

The center section of the instrument panel includes the mode switching

controls for the flight director and the four instruments for each of four sim-

ulated engines to indicate percent thrust, percent rpm, exhaust gas tempera-

ture, and fuel flow. Currently there is no need for an engine computer as

part of the simulation so these instri'.,ents are all connected to the model

thrust signal. In addition to the instruments identified and shown in the

picture, several indicator lights have been added to the pilot and co-pilot
flight panels. These include a marker beacon light to indicate passage over

a marker beacon, a touchdown light to indicate a simulated touchdown, and

a green engage light which shows that the variable stability system is

engaged and the evaluation pilot is in control of the aircraft. In addition to

that light going out, disengagement is accompanied by an audible beeping

signal on the interphone system as well as flashing lights on the center con-

sole in the evaluation cockpit, in the control or safety cockpit, and at the

test engineers' stations.

Special displays such as CRT-type attitude instruments or special

approach aids could be installed. The volume forward of the instrument

panel and above the rudder pedal feel units is currently empty. Structurally,

that area can accommodate 200 pounds of additional equipment.

The aircraft is equipped with dual VOR and dual ILS. Dual VHF and

standard UHF communications are provided. The evaluation pilots can

communicate through the basic aircraft's radios to the tower and approach

control. The radios are controlled from the safety pilot's cockpit. A ver-

satile intercom system is provided to allow all stations including the ob-

servers in the aft cabin to communicate. A private line is available for voice

recording of evaluation pilot comments.
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It was mentioned above that the instruments could be actuated either

by the variable stability system computer or the TIFS sensors themselves.

Hence, TIFS can directly fly by wire as well as simulating another aircraft

in either the model-following or response-feedback mode. In addition, a

ground computer made up of three EAI 380's is used to simulate on the ground

the C-131 aerodynamics in order to facilitate the ground checkout of a specific

model. When connected to the ground computer, TIFS can be operated on the

ground like any other fixed-base ground simulator. The instruments and

control feel will respond as if the model programmed on the TIFS were flying

in the environment programmed on the ground computer. The IFR simula-

tion capability is c )mplete although, of course, visual cues external to the

cockpit are missing.

The canopy on the TIFS simulation cockpit affords large

areas of unrestricted vision. The fibergla-ss supporting ribs, of course,

do interfere to some extent as in any windowed area but the broad clear areas

available were designed to afford the maximum unrestricted vision and con-

sequently the greatest possible variation in masking capability. A vision

polar or visibility diagram for the evaluation cockpit is included as Figure

8. 2. This shows the unobstructed field of view from a point located at the

pilot's eye level midway between his eyes.

The in-flight aural environment of the evaluation cockpit of TIFS,

a propeller driven aircraft, is of course of interest. Although no formal

noise measurement program has been undertaken, some spot checks (Refer-

ence 20 ) have been made to obtain information that is somewhat more

definitive than the usual evaluation pilot comment that he didn't notice any

intruding propeller or engine noise and consequently feels the noise environ-

ment to be a reasonable simulation for a jet aircraft. These preliminary

data are plotted against indicated airspeed on Figure 8.3 along with curves

of aerodynamic noise reported in the handbook of noise control by C.M. Harris

(Reference 21) which are included to provide a frame of reference. The

outside aerodynamic noise levels are reported to be representative of a
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number of different types of engine powered aircraft and a glider and :ndicate

that the predominant source of noise above 6030 hertz is the boundary layer.

The lower broken lines show the sound levels within the cabin area attenuated

by a number three sound proofing structure which weighs about . 2 lb per sq

ft which is felt to be representative of the maximum practical attenuation for

aircraft. The TIFS data plotted with circles, triangles and squares show

noise levels above a threshold frequency. The TIFS data above 500 hertz

(B scale and A scale) are seen to fall in the range of the well-insulated fuse-

lage. In fact, even the C scale data down to 100 hertz is probably comparable

within the accuracy of these data. A further comparison which is perhapE

more important in regard to propeller noise is available from other data in

the same reference (Reference 21 ). In reducing the lower threshold

frequency from 1000 to 500 and then 100 hertz, the sound pressure level in

the fuselage of the British Comel. jet transport is shown to increase by 3 dB

and then an additional 8 dB; in a civilian propeller transport, these steps

were 6 dR and 17 dB. Our preliminary TIFS data, by comparison, show

increases of 8 dB and then 5 dB for these same frequency passband incre-

ments. Hence, it can be surmised that the noise environment in the TIFS

cockpit is not dissimilar fro,.. that of the jet and dces not include the appre-

ciable rise in noise level in going from 500 Hz down to 100 Hz that is typical

of propeller- d riven aircraft.

A very important part of the overall TIFS capability is the data

handling capability built into the system. As was indicated above, several

hundred signals representative of both environmental and system conditions

and their rates of change during a flight are available in the VSS for recording.

Up to 58 channels of these data can be recorded during a flight test on the

onboard digital tape recordei and can subsequently be played back on a ground

playback unit or processed on the IBM 370/165 computer in the CAL com-

puting center. In addition a four channel Brush recorder in cv' VSS allows

monitoring those or other channels in flight. Selector switc,.zs provide

forty possible channels for display. The total system capability has been

identified in detail in the User's Manual for Digital Data Analysis (Refer-

ence 22 ).
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The objective of the digital recording system is to achieve rapid and

economical reduction of the flight data. Considerable effort has been ex-

pended in the design of the data analysis system to reduce errors so that

the data reduction time would be reduced. Overnight turn-around time is,

in most instances, possible. That is, where routine data reduction can be
employed, the result;s can be available for review the morning following a

flight test. The 58 channels of digital data recorded during flight on the

Ampex tape recorder are compatible with the IBM system. The tape can be

recorded at speeds of 50 or 100 samples of each channel per second. The

system will record a 10-bit binary number plus a sign bit. I %e resulting

recording system accuracy is approximately 2/10% or better. Each channel

is filtered to avoid aliasing errors. The filter cutoff frequency changes

automatically with the system record speed so that the best possibie re-

cording bandwidth is utilized.

To provide a quick look or rapid review directly after flight test, a

complete ground playback system is available.. It consists of an Ampex tape
transport, a digital to analog converter, an 8-channel Brush recorder, and

a switching system which allows any 8 of the 58 channels to be selected and

played back on the strip chart in analog form.

When the flight data are processed in the CAL com-uter center,

many analysis programs in the digital data analysis system can be used to

do many different kinds of analyses. Examples include least squares pro-
grams, harmonic analyses, various plotting programs, all with options that

can be made available to present the data in the desired format. These pro-

grams have been planned to provide maximum flexibility. In addition, there

are available programs to compute the natural frequency and damping ratio
of freely oscillating, lightly damped second-order systems or, alternately,

of heavily damped modes with the maximum slope method. Throughout these

programs, the goal has been to achieve maximum flexibility and adaptability

with minimum chance for errors: maximnim utilization of machine functions

along with minimum human inputs.
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SECTION IX

OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING SIMULATION CAPABILITY

As explained in Reference 4, the basic flight limitations for the

GC-131H apply directly to TIFS over its operating speed range. However, the

addition of the new control surfaces and servo actuators does modify the

basic aircraft capability by introducing different loadings. Significantly, the

dive speed has been reduced to 295 knots and a reduced maneuver envelope

has been adopted for simulation flight in orde.r to admit maximum exploita-

tion of the capabilities inherent in the TIFS variable stability system without

exceeding the structural limitations of the basic airframe. To this end, as

noted in Section VIII a safety trip system has been installed that can monitor

loadings or conditions that cause them and disengage the variable stability

system prior to its subjecting the basic airframe tc- harm. For instance,

the direct lift flaps and side force surfaces allow operation of TIFS at hori-

zontal and vertical attitudes in steady flight that the original aircraft could

not attain. Since the time available for their exploration has been limited,

conservative safety trip values or bounds have been adopted. In this section,

rather than discuss the theoretical capabilities which are thoroughly covered

in the reports on TIFS development (References 1, 2 and 4) the limits of the

steady state flight envelopes that have so far been demonstrated in actual

flight operation will be defined.

9.1 FLUTTER FLIGHT TESTS

TIFS operation up to a speed of 295 knots has been demonstrated to

be fluttel free either when operating as a Convair 580 with the variable sta-

bility system off and the standard flight controls being actuated by the safety

pilots, or when operating on the variable st4bility system as the TIFS air-

plane with both the standard aircraft controls and the additional TIFS control

surfaces being actuated through the computer controlled electrohydraulic

servos but without model-following feedback loops closed. TIFS Memo No.

574 reporting the flutter tests up through 295 knots states " On •he basis of

the flight flutter tests that were conducted, it is concluded that both the
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Convair 580 and the TIFS aircraft configurations are free from any aero-

elastic instabilities throughout their range of normal flight velocities."

9.2 PROPELLER BLADE STRESS FLIGHT TESTS

A series of tests was run in which the operation of TIFS was explored

at various steady state attitudes as well as with the side force surface and

direct lift flaps moving at their maximum rates in an effort to assess whether

the TIFS operation subjected the propellers or engines to cyclic loadings or

stresses which the Detroit Diesel Allison Division of General Motors might

deem excessive for their parts. The results are included in Table 9. 1 taken

from Reference 5 to give a comprehensive idea of the conditions investigated.

The report concludes:

1) The propeller blade stresses and engine loads (prop shaft

moment) are satisfactory in this installation for the flight

envelope tested.

2) Static ground operation above 1000 horsepower and with

wind velocities greater than nine knots will be conducted

with aircraft headed into the wind. This does not apply

during takeoff or transient taxi conditions.

The range of steady state attitudes explored is shown in Figure 9. 1.

The solid line is the angle of attack for 1 g level flight of the clean trimmed

aircraft with side force surfaces and flaps at zero deflection. It is essen-

tially the same curve as that exhibited by the C-131H or 580. The dashed

curves above and below that line identify test conditions with the direct lift

flaps deflected in accordance with the schedule identified in Figure 9. 2.

With these flaps up (negative DLF deflection), the angle of attack is higher

than the standard aircraft and conversely with the flaps down (positive flap

deflections), the angle of attack is lower. In addition, as indicated on Figure

9. 2, the Fowler flaps can be lowered below 220 knots just as on the standard
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580 which would make operation at even lower angle of attack available in

that speed range. In addition, as noted in Table 9.1, the TIFS aircraft was

sub;ected to g loadings from minus . 05 to positive 1. 5 or 2 at these various

test conditions.

The lower curve on Figure 9.2 shows the lateral limits of operation

which have been investigated. These data are practically the same whether

right or left and, in addition, are produced by rudder deflections of the same

magnitude and direction when the side force surfaces are trimmed at zero.

Side force surface deflection is restricted only to the degree that stall should

be avoided.

9.3 GROUND VIBRATION TESTS

The ground vibration tests conducted in the spring of 1971 are re-

ported in TIFS Memo No. 569. The significant modes for structural mode

simulation and gust simulation work are the lowest frequency modes for

symmetrical wing and empennage excitation. These are summarized in

Table 9 .2. TIFS Memo No. 569 compares the measured modes with the

calculated modes used for flutter prediction and the measured modes on the

C-131H.

9.4 WEIGHTS AND ENDURANCE

To cover the increased weight of the aircraft, a loads analysis was

performed in the spring of 1971 for a 49, 000 zero fuel weight aircraft. Wing

loads are reported in an addendum to TIFS Memo No. 491 and fuselage loads

are reported in an addendum to TIFS Memo No. 423. This work now clears

the TIFS for a maximum zero fuel weight of 49, 000 lb,a maximum takeoff of

54, 600 lb and a maximum landing weight of 50, 600 lb. The fuel loading of

5,600 lb implied in these figures allows approximately a two-hour flight

with normal reserves.
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TABLE 9. 2

Lowest Frequency Structural Modes

(Ref. TIFS Memo No. 569)

Mode Description Frequency Damping
Hertz Ratio

Symmetrical

1. Wing Bending 3.35 .10

2. Wing Coupled Bending

With Engine Nacelle Motion 4.90 .04

3. Wing-Fuselage Bending 6.60 .06

Antisymmetrical

1. Wing Bending-Torsion 4.20 .07

2. Fuselage Torsion and

Stabilizer Bending 4.65 .11

3. Wing-Fuselage Bending

and Torsion 4.80 .15

9.5 ELECTRICAL POWER

The electrical system in the TIFS airplane has been designed to

adequately supply its operational needs. The primary electrical power

sources include a 395 ampere (continuous) 30 volt D.C. generator and two 40

KVA 400 cycle 120/208 volt alternators. The latest loads analysis in TIFS

Memo No. 493 defines the present C-131 and VSS power use (page 11 for

D. C. and pages 12 and 13 for A. C.) TIFS operations in normal daytime,

non-icing conditions requires 290 amps D. C. and 20 KVA of A. C. (- 8 KVA

from the left alternator and i, from the right). Consequently, although

specific requirements for night landing approaches (landing lights) or use of
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de-icing equipment during simulatioa would use up a significant portion of the

indicated spare electrical capacity, for normal daylight simulations in TIFS

this unused electrical capability could be made -available for operating

additional equipment that might be desirable in the conduct of particular pro-

grams. Since phase is important for the VSS power used for signals and

signal processing and the present equipment is run from the left hand alter-

nator, the growth capability is 32 KVA for that type of system function. For

additions for which phase is not critical the total excess capacity or 60 KVA

would be available.

In February of 1971, twc 200 amp TRU's using 6 KV.A each at rated

load were installed to provide for A. C. power in the event of failure of the

single D.C. generator mounted on the left engine. These two TRU's are

run from the right hand engine alternator. Therefore the TIFS aircraft

can be operated with complete reliability in night, IFR, and icing conditions

(the worst case) and therefore can be ferried to remote base operation points

with schedule reliability.
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